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Conference Schedule
Session times have been chosen to allow a maximum number of scholars to participate from time
zones across the Americas and Europe. For ease in reading this schedule, we have used Eastern
Daylight Time (EDT; UTC-4) as the default and have included a chart (below) that provides
guidelines to “translate” one time-zone into another.
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Tuesday, June 15, 2021
Welcome: Larry and Barbara Stern, Co-Chairs, Program Committee - 9:45am – 10:00 EDT
Concurrent Session #1A
Issues of Psychotherapy, Behavior Therapy, & Behaviorism
90-minute session, 10:00am – 11:30 EDT
Chair: Barbara Stern, Collin College
Zoom chat moderator: Josh Arduengo, Collin College
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
“Psychological Détente”: Making Psychotherapy Respectable after the Counterculture, Michael Pettit, York
University
Putting Psychotherapy in its Place: The Regionalization of Behavior Therapy in France, Switzerland and
Belgium (circa 1970s-1990s), Rémy Amouroux1, Lucie Gerber1, & Milana Aronov1
1
University of Lausanne
Zing-Yang Kuo (Guo Renyuan) (1898-1970): The Pioneer of Behaviourism in China, Dangwei Zhou,
University College London, Health Humanities Centre

Concurrent Session #1B
Panel: Conflicting Frameworks of Knowledge: Taking Actions Against Gender Violence
90-minute session, 10:00am – 11:30 EDT
Organizer: Stephanie Pache, Université du Québec à Montréal
Zoom chat moderator: Jennifer Bazar, Nicholas and Dorothy Cummings Center for the History of
Psychology at the University of Akron
Citizen Activism, Psychiatry & the Law: Competing Modes in Crafting Sex Offender Laws, Jenifer
Dodd, Tennessee State University
Suppressing the Victim’s Guilt and the Mother’s Agency: Psych Categories Meet Mandatory
Protection Procedures in the Context of Conjugal Violence, Adeline Moussion, Birkbeck, University
of London
The Politics of Therapy: The Victim of Gender Violence as the Paradigmatic Patient of Feminist
Therapy, Stephanie Pache, Université du Québec à Montréal

30-minute breakfast, coffee, lunch break
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Concurrent Session #2A
Merit, Equality & Access to Resources in the United States
60-minute session, 12:00pm – 1:00 EDT
Chair: Larry Stern, Collin College
Zoom chat moderator: Jeff Pooley, Muhlenberg College
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
Personnel Crisis: Title VII Litigation, Validity Theory, and the Politics of Psychological Testing in 1970s
America, Michael McGovern, Princeton University
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
Social Science, Equal Opportunity, and the American Educational Dream: Debating James Coleman’s
Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966), Kenneth Clark’s Dark Ghetto (1965), and Peter Blau and Otis
Duncan’s The American Occupational Structure (1967) in the Great Society Era, Leah Gordon, Brandeis
University

Concurrent Session #2B
Socialist Governmentality through Behavioral and Therapeutic Expertise
60-minute session, 12:00pm – 1:00 EDT
Chair: David Robinson, Truman State University
Zoom chat moderator: Elissa Rodkey, Crandall University
Trauma of Revolution: A Communist Patient’s Management of Neurasthenia, Zhipeng Gao, The American
University of Paris & Dongmei Wang, Nanjing University
Behavioral Training for Socialist Leaders in the German Democratic Republic, 1970’s, Verena Lehmbrock,
Erfurt University
30-minute breakfast, coffee, lunch, snack break
Session #3: Cheiron Book Award
Martin Summers, Madness in the City of Magnificent Intentions: A History of Race and Mental
Illness in the Nation’s Capital
60-minute session, 1:30pm – 2:30 EDT
Chair: Kathy Milar, Earlham College
Zoom chat moderator: Elissa Rodkey, Crandall University
Racialism, Racism, and Mental Health Care in United States History, Martin Summers, Professor of History
and African and African Diaspora Studies
30-minute coffee, lunch, snack dinner break
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Concurrent Session #4A
Symposium: The Tools of the Trade”: Evolving Methods, Apparatuses and Resources for the
Historian (1890-2020)
90-minute session, 3:00pm – 4:30 EDT
Organizers: Ian Lubek, University of Guelph and Christopher Green, York University
Zoom chat moderator: Jennifer Bazar, Nicholas and Dorothy Cummings Center for the History of Psychology
at the University of Akron
Symposium Moderator: Cathy Faye
Historiographic tools in the Age of Paper: 1890-1990, Ian Lubek, University of Guelph, Canada
The New Means of Historiographical Production: 1980-2020, Christopher D. Green, York University, Toronto,
Canada.
When Will That Be Digitized? Archival Adventures in the Digital Age (2005-2020), Cathy Faye, Nicholas and
Dorothy Cummings Center for the History of Psychology at the University of Akron
Concurrent Session #4B
Politics and the Mind
90-minute session, 3:00pm – 4:30 EDT
Chair: Leila Zenderland, California State University, Fullerton
Zoom chat moderator: Michael McGovern, Princeton University
A Bumpy Ride to the Ballot: Phrenology and the Nineteenth Amendment, Erica Lilleleht, Seattle University
Citizens, Subjects, and the Unsound of Mind, John Carson, University of Michigan
The Genius and Political Discourse. An Analysis of José Ingenieros’ El hombre mediocre, Victoria Molinari
(CONICET, UBA, UNLP, Buenos Aires, Argentina
30-minute coffee, lunch, snack, dinner break
Concurrent Session #5A
The Diffusion of Concepts in the History of Psychology
60-minute session, 5:00pm – 6:00 EDT
Chair: Jacy Young, Quest University
Zoom chat moderator: Alan Tjeltveit, Muhlenberg College
How Did Early North-American Clinical Psychologists Get Their First Personality Test? Carl Gustav Jung, the
Zurich School of Psychiatry and the Word-Association Test s (1900-1909), Catriel Fierro, National Council of
Scientific and Technical Research / National University of Mar del Plata, Argentina
Drawing Professional Boundaries for Psychiatry in 1930s America: The Division of Psychiatric Education, Tara H.
Abraham, University of Guelph, Canada
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Concurrent Session #5B
History of Psychology in Brazil
60-minute session, 5:00pm – 6:00 EDT
Chair: David R. Robinson, Truman State University
Zoom chat moderator: , Zhipeng Gao, The American University of Paris
Mapping Brazil’s History of Psychology: A Bibliometric Analysis of the Articles Published in the Area (1996–2018),
Guilherme Santos de Souza1, Jaqueline de Andrade Torres1, Rhenato Vargas da Fonseca Silva1, Fernando Andres
Polanco2, & Rodrigo Lopes Miranda1
1
Universidade Católica Dom Bosco, Brazil, 2Universidad Nacional de San Luis (UNSL), San Luis, Sana Luis,
Argentina
A Radical Mutation in the Mental Health Practices in Brazil: The Psychiatric Reform Movement and New
Government Techniques Based on Freedom, Arthur Arruda Leal Ferreira: Titular Professor, Institute of Psychology,
UFRJ-Brazil
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Wednesday, June 16, 2021
Concurrent Session #6A
Politics, People, and Projects in U. S. Social Sciences, 1940s to 1970s
90-minute session, 10:00am – 11:30 EDT
Chair: Larry Stern, Collin College
Zoom chat moderator: Daniela Barberis, North Central College
Social Science for What? Wasting Taxpayer Dollars, Winning Golden Fleece Awards, Mark Solovey, University
of Toronto
Intergenerational Solidarity, Rivalry and Rupture in Social Science: The Merton-Mills Relationship, Lawrence T.
Nichols, West Virginia University
Edward Shils and Cold War Communication Research: The MIT Indian Intellectuals Project, 1953–1961,
Jefferson Pooley, Muhlenberg College

Concurrent Session #6B
Making Sense of Child Migration Schemes: The Canadian Home Child Movement (1869-1939)
90-minute session, 10:00am – 11:30 EDT
Organizer: Wendy Sims-Schouten, University of Portsmouth, UK
Zoom chat moderator: Katherine Ambler, King’s College London
Who Decides? Narratives of Emigration Decisions for Children Committed to State Care in England and
Wales in the Latter Decades of the Nineteenth-Century, Annie Skinner, Oxford Brooked University, UK
“A Troublesome Girl is Pushed through” - Making sense of Child Migration Schemes, Wendy Sims-Schouten,
University of Portsmouth, UK
“We Need More of Our Own Blood” – Home Children as Conduits for Maintaining an Empire or Building a
Nation? Henderikus Stam, University of Calgary

30-minute breakfast, coffee, lunch break
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Concurrent Session #7A
Video Tour and Panel Discussion: Touring the Psychology’s Feminist Voices Multimedia Digital
Archive: Please Don’t Ask “Where are the Women?”
60-minute session, 12:00pm – 1:00 EDT
Organizer: Alexandra Rutherford, York University
Zoom chat moderator: Ann Johnson, St. Thomas University
Tour Guides and Panelists:
Alexandra Rutherford1, Tal Davidson1, Meghan George2, Vera Luckgei3, 1Zoë Martin, Susannah
Mulvale1, Elissa Rodkey4, Nora Ruck3, Kelli Vaughn-Johnson1, Jacy Young5, & Lucy Xie6
1
York University, 2Northwestern University, 3Sigmund Freud University, 4Crandall University, 5Quest
University, 6University of Florida

Concurrent Session #7B
Dreaming and Consciousness
60-minute session, 12:00pm – 1:00 EDT
Chair: David Devonis, Graceland College
Zoom chat moderator: Michael McGovern, Princeton University
The Metaphor of the “Threshold” of Consciousness in Frederic Myers’ Theory of the Subliminal Self, Robert
Kugelmann, University of Dallas
Knowledge’s Navel: A Nocturnal History of Human Sciences, Michael Roelli, University of Lausanne

30-minute, coffee, lunch, snack break
Session #8: The Elizabeth Scarborough Lecture
Anne Vila, Pickard-Bascom Professor of French at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
60-minute session, 1:30pm – 2:30 EDT
Chair: Kim Hajek, Leiden University
Zoom chat moderator: Alan Tjeltveit, Muhlenberg College
(Un)Naturalizing the Convulsionnaires in Eighteenth-Century French Theology, Medicine, and Philosophy:
Competing Narratives, Anne Vila, Pickard-Bascom Professor of French at the University of Wisconsin-Madison

30-minute, coffee, lunch, snack, dinner break
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Concurrent Session #9A
New Histories of Race and Racism in Psychology
90-minute session, 3:00pm – 4:30 EDT
Chair: Daniela Barberis, North Central College
Zoom chat moderator: Alan Tjeltveit, Muhlenberg College
Examining the Naming Crisis of Porteus Hall: A Hawaiian Case Study of Race and Racism in Psychology, Ian
J. Davidson, Concordia University of Edmonton (CUE)
Networking Race in the History Psychology, and Beyond, Christopher D. Green1, Andrew S. Winston2, Ingo
Feinerer3, Nathaniel Tang1, & Jessica Ferrier1
1
York University, 2University of Guelph, 3University of Applied Sciences Wiener Neustadt.

Concurrent Session #9B
History of Psychology in Latin America
90-minute session, 3:00pm – 4:30 EDT
Chair: Robert Kugelman, University of Dallas
Zoom chat moderator: Zhipeng Gao, The American University of Paris
Indigenization of Psychological Concepts—Social Control and Social Counter-Control: From James G. Holland
to Celso Pereira de Sá, Roberta Garcia Alves1, Rodrigo Lopes Miranda1, & Lucas Ferraz Córdova2
1
Universidade Católica Dom Bosco, Brazil, 2Federal de Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil
Whose History of Psychology? Historiographical Remarks about History of Psychology in Latin-America,
Luciano Nicolás García, Universidad de Buenos Aires – Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y
Técnicas, Argentina
Looking Back from the Experience: What Oral History Can Teach Us About the Psychologisation Process in
Bogata, Columbia, Hernán Camilo Pulido Martínez, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Bogotá & Bruno Andres
Jaraba Barros, Pontificia Universidad Bolivariana
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Thursday, June 17, 2021
Concurrent Session #10A
The Development and Dissemination of Anthropology
90-minute session, 10:00am – 11:30 EDT
Chair: Kim Hajek, Leiden University
Zoom chat moderator: Jeff Pooley, Muhlenberg College
Anthropology on the Airwaves: Presenting ‘primitive societies’ on the BBC in the 1950s, Katherine Ambler,
King’s College London
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
The Turn of Boasian Anthropology to the Individual and Psychology/Psychiatry Following The Mind of
Primitive Man (1911): Three Vignettes, Sam Parkovnick, Dawson College
The Batesons, father William and son Gregory, and Samuel Butler, Gerald Sullivan, Collin College
Concurrent Session #10B
Thematic Symposia: Doing History at the Archives of the History of American Psychology
90-minute session, 10:00am – 11:30 EDT
Organizers: , Lizette R. Barton & Cathy L. Faye
Zoom chat moderator: Jennifer Bazar, Nicholas and Dorothy Cummings Center for the History of
Psychology at the University of Akron
Doing History: Educational Resources from the Archives of the History of American Psychology, Lizette R.
Barton1, & Cathy L. Faye1,
1
Nicholas and Dorothy Cummings Center for the History of Psychology at the University of Akron
30-minute breakfast, coffee, lunch, snack break
With an informal session, “Editor’s Corner”: Hosted by Christopher Green, editor of The History
of Psychology and Alexander Rutherford, editor of the Journal of the History of the Behavioral
Sciences
Concurrent Session #11A
Applying Psychological Terminology: Conflict and Controversy
60-minute session, 12:00pm – 1:00 EDT
Chair: Ian J. Davidson, Concordia University of Edmonton (CUE)
Zoom chat moderator: Stephanie Pache, Université du Québec à Montréal
Crowd Psychology and the Finnish Civil War in 1918, Petteri Pietikäinen, University of Oulu, Finland
Conflicts over sexual compulsion in 1980s New York, James Walkup, Rutgers University
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Concurrent Session #11B
Formidable Interpretative Difficulties
60-minute session, 12:00pm – 1:00 EDT
Chair: Tara Abraham, University of Guelph, Canada
Zoom chat moderator: Josh Arduengo, Collin College
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
Lack of Scientific Bases, Non-existent Diagnoses: Credibility Crisis in Applied Psychology – Sensory
Processing Disorder: A Case Study, Zsuzsanna Vajda, professor emeritus, Budapest, Hungary
The Complicated Relationship Between LSD and the Ego in 1960s Psychiatry, Andrew Jones, University of
Toronto
30-minute coffee, lunch, snack, dinner break
Concurrent Session #12A
Using Animal Subjects: Pigeons and Rats
60-minute session, 1:30pm – 2:30 EDT
Chair: Mark Solovey, University of Toronto
Zoom chat moderator: Jacy Young, Quest University
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
A New Interpretation About the Termination of Skinner's Project Pigeon, José Eleutério da Rocha Neto1 &
Bruno Angelo Strapasson1
1
Federal University of Paraná, Brazil
Tails of Heritage: Questioning the Lab Rat’s Long Past but Short History, Sharman Levinson, The American
University of Paris & Université d’Angers
Concurrent Session #12B
Psychology in Literature & Film
60-minute session, 1:30pm – 2:30 EDT
Chair: Leila Zenderland, California State University, Fullerton
Zoom chat moderator: Jennifer Bazar, Nicholas and Dorothy Cummings Center for the History of
Psychology at the University of Akron
Teaching “Madness in America”: Literature, Film, and Historical Narrative, Ben Harris, University of New
Hampshire
“Psychology of the Individual”: P. G. Wodehouse and the Literary Dissemination of Psychology, Elissa N.
Rodkey, Crandall University & Krista L. Rodkey, Independent Scholar

Business Meeting
2:45 – 3:45 EDT
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Abstracts
Tuesday, June 15
Session #1A
Issues of Psychotherapy, Behavior Therapy, & Behaviorism
“Psychological Détente”: Making Psychotherapy Respectable after the Counterculture
Michael Pettit, York University
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
Rachael Rosner recently observed that psychotherapy has an “‘everywhere and nowhere’ quality”
which hampers a sustained historiography (Rosner, 2018). Once thought a proprietary technique of
psychoanalysis, recent historical accounts emphasize psychotherapy’s amorphic nature and polycentric
origins. Throughout its history, psychotherapy has operated on the boundary between established
medicine and popular quackery (Shamdasani, 2005). Despite this marginality, a number of critics contend
the postwar United States became a “psychological society” where the therapeutic pursuit of the self
eclipsed traditional sources of social cohesion like organized religion (e.g. Reiff, 1987). Everyday
problems became psychologized, understood and responded to using the apparatus of disciplinary
psychology. This omnipresence of the psychological in American self-talk contrasts with the insular,
divisive, doctrinaire, and often outright cult-like character of the early psychoanalytic movement (Makari,
2008). However, these two stories about psychotherapy intersect in illuminating ways. The infrastructure
for the psychological society was built through the spread of overlapping networks of therapeutic
communities. Led by charismatic leaders, their remit extended well beyond formal treatment. The
therapeutic ethos in postwar America involved inviting ordinary people to recast their own lived
experience using a novel conceptual vocabulary. Both clients and therapists professed loyalty to specific
modalities for probing the self, dismissing competitors.
The paper seeks to address these historiographic issues through the career and extensive
correspondence of Albert Ellis. In 1956, the magical year of the cognitive revolution on Ivy League
campuses, Ellis independently unveiled his “rational psychotherapy” at the annual meeting of the
American Psychological Association. Ellis subsumed the affective into the cognitive; emotions
represented a form of biased thinking (Stark, 2017). Steeped in the teachings of the New York neoFreudians, Ellis replaced the psychoanalytic search for childhood traumas in the psyche’s hidden depths
with a disputational method aimed at organizing and disciplining the client’s thinking. His rational
therapy built upon and elevated the popular genre of “practical psychology” aimed at personal
improvement through techniques like autosuggestion.
As Ellis gave practical psychology new levels of scientific legitimacy, he continued to embroil
psychotherapy in controversy. Sigmund Freud’s theories of childhood psychosexual development
challenged the limits of bourgeois politesse. Psychoanalysis achieved considerable cultural respectability
in the aftermath of World War II as American ego psychologists downplayed its sexual moorings in the
hopes of making the technique amenable to the medical establishment of a largely Christian nation
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(Herzog, 2016). Ellis’s rational living troubled this desexualization of psychotherapy, braiding mental
health to new forms of sexual freedom and expression. Seeing American sexual mores as the source of
much irrational, guilt-ridden thinking, Ellis pushed the boundaries of professional respectability. As part
of his sexual permissiveness, Ellis defended of the civil rights of gay and lesbians at a time when few did
so publicly. In a position more aligned with Freud than the American analysts who spoke in his name,
Ellis rejected both the religious condemnation and criminalization of same sex relations (Abelove, 1989).
Nevertheless, Ellis perpetuated the homophobia of much American psychoanalysis. If a complete absence
of homoerotic desires was rare, the “exclusive homosexual” remained a troubled individual benefiting
from his psychotherapeutic cure.
Ellis preached his secular gospel in magazines (mainstream, underground, and pornographic), on
radio and television, in evening lectures on college campuses. He performed Friday evening group
psychotherapy sessions before Manhattan audiences and hosted “marathon” weekend retreats. Ellis
summoned a range of publics to join him in living rationally, cultivating a network of individuals who
both adopted and adapted his concepts to give meaning to their lives. In the process, he became one of the
most visible – if ever controversial – spokesmen for clinical psychology at mid-century.
Then, rather abruptly, Ellis joined forces with those seeking psychotherapy’s return to the
medical fold. Cognitive Behavior Therapy represented an attempt to insulate psychotherapy from cultural
critique as varied forms of “behavior modification” aroused the ire of conservative Senators, Black
radicals, and gay liberationists (Rutherford, 2006). Hostile external scrutiny quieted sectarian struggles in
favor of measurable outcomes in a moment described as “psychological détente” (Mahoney et. al. 1977).
Yet, this peace treaty obscured how sexuality undergirded the psychotherapeutic imperative to think
rationally.
Bibliography
Albert Ellis Papers; Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University Libraries.
Abelove, Henry. "Freud, Male Homosexuality, and the Americans" in Henry Abelove, Michèle Aina
Barale, and David M. Halperin, eds. The Lesbian and Gay Studies Reader. Routledge, 1993, 381393.
Mahoney, Michael J. Aaron T. Beck, Marvin R. Goldfried, Donald Meihenbaum, “Editorial,” Cognitive
Therapy and Research 1(1) (1977): 1-3.
Makari, George. Revolution in Mind: The Creation of Psychoanalysis. New York: HarperCollins, 2008.
Rieff, Philip. The Triumph of the Therapeutic: Uses of Faith after Freud. University of Chicago Press,
1987.
Rosner, Rachael I. "History and the Topsy-Turvy World of Psychotherapy," History of Psychology 21,
no. 3 (2018): 177-186.
Rutherford, Alexandra. "The social control of behavior control: Behavior modification, individual rights,
and research ethics in America, 1971–1979." Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences 42,
no. 3 (2006): 203-220.
Shamdasani, Sonu. "‘Psychotherapy’: the invention of a word." History of the Human Sciences 18, no. 1
(2005): 1-22.
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Stark, Luke. "Albert Ellis, rational therapy and the media of ‘modern’ emotional management." History of
the Human Sciences 30, no. 4 (2017): 54-74.

Putting psychotherapy in its place: The regionalization of behavior therapy in
France, Switzerland and Belgium (circa 1970s-1990s)
Rémy Amouroux, Lucie Gerber, & Milana Aronov, University of Lausanne
The history of psychotherapy has often been framed in theoretical terms, as a polarized confrontation
between a rather understanding tradition (psychoanalysis or humanism) and a naturalistic tradition
(behavioral and cognitive therapy). Emphasis is thereby put on opposing theoretical, epistemological, and
ontological commitments that are assumed to structure this field up to the point of making it a selfsufficient explanatory framework of its dynamics. While this narrative rightly points out the role that
rivalry between schools of thoughts have played in the history of psychotherapy, it exalts dogmatism over
pragmatism, as well as overshadows the non-theoretical commitments and conditions that have shaped
their strategies and trajectories: Did psychotherapists express doubts about their theoretical positioning?
Were they eclectic? To what extent were their claims and practices molded by professional, ethical, legal
and political issues?
In the perspective of a "historical geography" of psychotherapy (Livingstone 1995, 2003), this paper
seeks to address these questions by focusing on the comparative regional reception of behavior therapies
in France, Switzerland and Belgium. Rather than a comprehensive and detailed narrative, it emphasizes
contrasts in psychotherapeutic development in these three contexts. Thereby, we aim at contributing to a
recent body of historical work that has highlighted the transnational dissemination of knowledge and
practice (Marks 2018; Rosner 2018; Shamdasani 2018). Localizing psychotherapies and paying attention
to the varying circumstances and traditions in which they have evolved allows us to access a multiplicity
of non-dogmatic, intermediate positions. By retracing the different trajectories taken by the proponents of
behavioral therapies in France, Switzerland and Belgium, we will show that it is not possible to trace a
common history of these different groups. Postulating an adherence to behaviorist theses is clearly not
sufficient to account for these trajectories, and even proves to be secondary to the influence of local
factors such as the legal, professional, linguistic, political, and intellectual context.
This paper traces the history of the three main behavioral therapy associations in France, Switzerland
and Belgium. We postulate that these associations were sufficiently representative to give an account of
the history of the behavior therapy movement in these different countries. Drawing on archives and
published sources from the three main national associations in French-speaking Europe, such as minutes
of general assembly meetings, presidents’ correspondence and newsletters, as well as oral testimonies
from founding members, we start by outlining their early history, paying attention to similarities and
differences in terms of professional composition and issues. The objective of this first part is therefore to
provide the milestones of a story at the crossroads of national and transnational perspectives. Next, we
will explore the flexible boundaries of behavior therapies. An analysis of the reception of behavior
therapy in French-speaking countries in the 1970s and 1980s must go beyond its conflation with
behaviorism. This brand of psychotherapy was then in a state of flux, remolded by Bandura’s social
learning theory, and above all by the “cognitive revolution”, as exemplified by Ellis’ rational emotive
therapy and Beck’s cognitive therapy of depression.
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The reception of behavior therapy has varied between countries, ranging from an assumed filiation to
B. F. Skinner's radical behaviorism to a cautious pragmatism to a claimed “critical eclecticism”. As we
will show, this regionalization of psychotherapeutic styles was underpinned by local scientific traditions
(e.g. Pavlovian, Skinnerian, integrative, etc.), but also by different professional politics (between
psychologists and psychiatrists) and ethical commitments (valorization or outright rejection of “paratherapeutic” applications of behavior therapies). All in all, there was a real "political topography" of
reception (Livingstone 1995:19). Moreover, this regionalization took place at different scales. In addition
to a certain form of national style that roughly characterizes the development of each of these groups,
there were also subnational differences, particularly in Switzerland and Belgium, where linguistic borders
were linked to particular conceptions and practices.
In this perspective, it seemed relevant to us to speak of a historical geography of psychotherapies.
Indeed, in the case of behavioral therapies at least, attention to local issues rather than to theoretical
aspects alone, makes it possible to propose a history that reveals a whole range of positions that would
otherwise be invisible. This paper also suggests that the history of psychotherapies at the end of the 20Th
century must propose another framework of interpretation than that of the opposition between rival
schools. As Marks (2017) has pointed out, what characterizes this period is in fact less dogmatism than
the tendency to dialogue and the hybridization of theories and practices.
Bibliography
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Zing-Yang Kuo (Guo Renyuan) (1898-1970): The Pioneer of Behaviourism in China
Dangwei Zhou, University College London, Health Humanities Centre
This paper explores the life and work of the Chinese radical behaviourist psychologist Zing-Yang
Kuo (1898-1970). He was one of the earliest precursors amongst the behaviourists and a radical
experimentalist in the school of behaviourism. His primary scientific research had been in the areas of
animal behaviour and comparative psychology. He used animal experiments and studies on different
species of animals to investigate the origin and formation of behaviours. He also strongly attacked the
concept of instinct. Kuo argued that using instinct to make explanation was detrimental to a genuine
understanding of behaviour because it would make the analysis of development superfluous. Therefore,
Kuo considered psychology based on instinct an armchair psychology, not an investigative science. He
remained skeptical about notions that could serve as superficial substitutes for experimental analysis,
especially those ideas that avoided a systematic study of developmental process. The concept of instinct
fitted in this category. For Kuo, the activities that derived from instincts needed ontogenetic analysis. He
then illustrated explanations of animal’s behaviour based on his experimental researches. For the same
reasons, Kuo also criticised in his works notions such as habit formation, trial and error learning.
Throughout his career, he believed that using any concept was “a lazy substitute for energetic and
painstaking work in experimental psychophysiology and developmental psychology.” (Kuo, 1924, p.447).
Kuo demonstrated that any analysis of behaviour should include anatomy, physiology, developmental
history and environmental context. In his view, the correlation among behaviour, physiology, and
anatomy was essential to investigate behaviour. Understanding behaviour should go through physiology
to neuroanatomy. Eventually, Kuo formulated his theory of behaviour formation, which was called
behaviour epigenesis. After he went back to China from the United States in 1923, Kuo set up the first
experimental psychological laboratory in Fudan University, Shanghai. He continued his researches. After
his death, he was profiled in The First Century of Experimental Psychology. His colleague and friend,
American psychologist Gilbert Gottlieb, wrote: “During his turbulent career he stood at the centre of
several important metatheoretical controversies and made unique investigative contributions to the study
of behavior and the nervous system, particularly from the standpoint of developmental analysis.”
(Gottlieb, 1972, p.1).
This presentation will first give a brief introduction of Kuo’s life, his study in University of
California, Berkeley, and his work in different universities in China. Secondly, it will illustrate his main
ideas and arguments, and his disputes with other psychologists such as William McDougall. In
conclusion, the paper will evaluate the significance of Kuo’s contribution to modern psychology.
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Session #1B
Panel: Conflicting Frameworks of Knowledge: Taking Actions Against
Gender Violence
Organizer: Stéphanie Pache, Université du Québec à Montréal
This panel addresses the use of psychological and psychiatric expertise in 20th-century debates on
gender and sexual violence. Psychiatrists and psychologists have attempted to understand and
conceptualize violence, to distinguish and classify different kinds of violence, but also to offer a causal
explanation of its manifestation. Their expertise contributed to framing public debates on violence in
contemporary America and beyond. This panel goes beyond the explanatory contribution of psy sciences
and considers how different psychological frameworks of violence relate to different institutional
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contexts, such as legal procedures, assistance to victims, or therapy. The participants will discuss how psy
expertise on gender and sexual violence came into conflict with other ways to experience and understand
violence. These conflicts emphasize some blind spots of psy expertise on violence. They are valuable
nodes for exploring how measures against gender violence are shaped.
The panel will support the relevance of studying psychological expertise as it is employed in public
debates. The papers analyze this instrumental knowledge not only in the context of its scientific
production, but as it can be understood and applied by other publics. This will be particularly exemplified
in the paper “Citizen Activism, Psychiatry & the Law” which will present conflicting visions on the
treatment of sex offenders through the study of high-profiles cases in the 1990s and the divergent
opinions of lawmakers, psychiatrists, and surviving family members. The paper “Suppressing the victim’s
guilt and the mother’s agency” questions the use of psy categories in services for victims of domestic
violence. Though the contemporary ‘trauma-centered’ approach is meant to not stigmatize victims, the
author’s study shows that it does not prevent health professionals to display normative behaviors and
opinions on mothering. These paradoxical practices of care bring tensions and contradictions for the
women experiencing them. The paper “The Politics of Therapy” illustrates how victims of violence have
been at the core of feminist therapy. It offers an analysis of the political conflicts that produced this view
of therapy.
The papers uncover the history of gender and sexual violence by questioning the role of mental
health professions in it – and the role of gender and sexual violence in the history of psy disciplines. The
discussion will emphasize the interactions between psy sciences and public debates. This focus on the
dynamic of the relationship between research, clinical practices and politics outlines the interactive
dimensions of scientific expertise. In opposition to the translational model of abstract knowledge
application to concrete issues, the panel offers examples of more complex situations, where social issues
ground the research and legitimize it, by supporting its relevance as much as its epistemology. External
validation can play a great role in internal debates in a research field. The panel offers an original
conversation on the applications of psy knowledge through the study of therapeutic, medical, political and
legal practices. The study of reappropriations of psy expertise and critiques of gender violence
complements the study of psychological and medical theories of violence during the 20th century and
helps to contextualize current debates and policies.

Participants
Jenifer Dodd, Tennessee State University (jdodd8@tnstate.edu)
Adeline Moussion, Birkbeck, University of London (amouss02@mail.bbk.ac.uk)
Stéphanie Pache, Université du Québec à Montréal (pache.stephanie@uqam.ca)
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Citizen Activism, Psychiatry & the Law:
Competing Modes in Crafting Sex Offender Laws
Jenifer Dodd, Tennessee State University
My paper discusses how high-profile child murders influenced sex offender policies. In particular, I
look at the 1995 murder of nine-year-old Jimmy Ryce and his family’s subsequent legal activism. Ryce
was kidnapped a block from his home by a stranger who raped and subsequently killed and dismembered
his body—a grisly example of the proverbial “stranger danger” cases that haunted daytime talk shows
during the 1990s. The average sex offense case differs significantly from cases like Jimmy Ryce’s, but
such cases were shocking enough that they monopolized media attention and spurred legislators to
respond. The combination of media attention and highly emotional appeals from family members
translated into policies that appeared tough on crime but in reality did little to address (much less prevent)
sex crimes. I look at how legislators understood and responded to information from different sources
(media, families of victims, psychiatric experts, etc.), what information families of victims gathered to
understand what had happened to their loved ones and how they went about lobbying legislators, and how
psychiatric experts attempted to navigate this emotionally fraught nexus.
Other cases I look at include Washington state’s Sexually Violent Predator laws (passed in reaction
to the murder of several young boys in 1989) and the murders of Diane Ballasiotes and Jeanne Clery.
Activism from both women's grieving parents played a significant role in shaping state legislation, as well
as legislation around campus sexual assaults. While the rape-murder of children and college-aged women
is rare, these cases played a disproportionately large role in shaping legislation around sex offenses. In
some ways, this is unsurprising; these grisly cases shocked the public and inclined legislators to listen to
the grieving family members left behind.
At the same time, much of the resulting legislation was strongly opposed by psychiatric and legal
experts. I argue that psychiatric opinions on sex offenders fit poorly with the cultural context of the 1990s
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and the specifics of these influential cases. Psychiatrists who treated sex offenders usually had a great
deal of empathy for their patients, despite the patients' bad deeds; like other psychiatrists, they saw this as
necessary to developing a genuinely therapeutic relationship. Moreover, psychiatrists working with sex
offenders believed that punitive, emotionally-driven legislation would fail to combat sexual violence. But
tough on crime legislation, growing public awareness of sexual violence, and high-profile cases with
activist family members made it nearly impossible for psychiatrists to sell lawmakers on their perspective.
Tellingly, of all the psychiatric approaches to sex offenders, the one most popular with lawmakers was
chemical castration. The punitive ring to the phrase counterbalanced the scant evidence for the treatment,
making the few psychiatrists who endorsed it popular in legislative circles. Lawmakers in several states
spent much time attempting to pass chemical castration laws, even when serious conflicts with humane
treatment and medical ethics arose.
Altogether, I argue that these three groups—lawmakers, psychiatrists, and surviving family members
of high-profile cases—operated from conflicting frameworks. Despite their modest successes in treating
sex offenders, psychiatrists lost out at the level of state and federal law. While the end product—the
specific legal policies crafted during this time period—suggest that lawmakers and family members were
of one mind, I argue instead that the two groups endorsed these policies for different reasons, and that the
apparent agreement between them obscures how fraught discussions between lawmakers and family
members were.
The legacy of all this is a mixed bag. Many psychiatrists to this day oppose Sexually Violent
Predator laws, and many lawmakers and members of the public remain interested in the possibilities of
chemical castration. The sex offender registry, created in large part in response to families of murdered
children, remains contentious; some of the families involved in its creation later went on to oppose it and
invoke psychiatric arguments about why it had failed at keeping women and children safe. Contemporary
discussions around sexual violence are an echo of discussions in the 1990s in these ways. While
psychiatric perspectives are increasingly accepted by the general public, the emotional appeals that
created our current legal approaches remain unassailed. Few lawmakers are willing to push for the repeal
of the sex offender registry, and few families feel anything other than justified fury in the face of a loved
one's murder. I ask, then, whether and how it's possible to legislate around science rather than emotion
and what role each ought to play in the legal system.
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In terms of primary sources, I use records from Florida legislature sessions leading to the passage &
subsequent amendments of the Jimmy Ryce Act, records from a Washington task force created after the
rape and attempted murder of a young boy in Tacoma, psychiatric and legal papers discussing various sex
offender laws and news articles from the time period.
Defeating the victim’s guilt and the mother’s agency:
Psych categories meet mandatory protection procedures in conjugal violence cases
Adeline Moussion, Birkbeck, University of London
In conjugal violence and mothering scholarship, a major strand focuses on how psychological
practices and protection policy blame mothers. It shows how many assessment procedures of mothers’
capacity to protect their children fail to consider conjugal violence and power dynamics limiting mothers’
decisions (Stark 1988; Radford, Hester 2006; Krane, Davis 2007). Another part of this scholarship
examines how mothers distrust institutions and rely on informal protection practices (Haight et al., 2007;
Lapierre 2009; Lapierre 2010). Some scholars address the inadequacy between mothers’ needs and
institutional responses. They stress the tensions between child protection and mother’s protection policies,
as well as of the division between civil and criminal justice (Herman 2010; Lapierre, Côté 2010; Douglas,
Walsh 2012; Déroff, Potin 2013). In these contexts, the victim of conjugal violence is distinguished from
the primary caregiver. However, both positions are experienced by the woman in question.
This paper documents how categories meant to alleviate guilt and blame of victims of sexual and
domestic violence can fail to understand the victims’ protective behavior and agency as mothers. These
“trauma-informed” categories were used by the professionals that I observed in France during my
fieldwork, though they were heterogeneous. Ferenczi’s ‘tongue confusion’ and ‘identification to the
aggressor’ were mobilised by some, others referred to PTSD, some to Bessel Van der Kolk. Non-clinical,
politically informed models described the effects of ‘domination’ and violence, such as ‘colonisation’ or
‘contamination’. Auxiliary non-clinical categories such as ‘denial’, and ‘terror’ were also mobilised.
These categories described emotional, cognitive, and psychological processes due to fear of or habituation
to violence. Despite this heterogeneity, the same consequences were attributed to sexual, physical, or
psychological violence; staff members applied these notions to sexual and conjugal victimisation alike.
To the staff, the neurological, psychological, or psychoanalytical trauma model was more than
therapeutic. Therapeutic practices were informed not only by knowledge, but also by an ethos of
‘benevolence’ and ‘empathy’. The trauma model was deemed both heuristic and politically sound, as
evidenced by the patients’ disclosures. Considered compatible with feminism and the politicisation of
victims’ experiences (Egan 2020), trauma-informed discourses would support understanding and
challenge disbelief. Trauma was also used as a tool to reassure patients and counter their fear of being
‘crazy’, or ‘bad mothers.’ Staff members pointed out the government’s accountability in failing to provide
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patients with protection. Psychological and political models were thus linked to each other. Patients’
situations were understood through social and clinical lenses. ‘The political’ that the researcher Evan
Stark urged professionals to mobilise always included in their assessments. ‘Working on guilt and shame’
allowed staff members to recast patients’ behaviours as resulting from dynamics external to them.
My presentation will address how these politicised psychological categories and a supportive
professional ethos can still contribute to the silencing and blaming of mothers in the case of mandatory
protection procedures. When medical knowledge is coupled with legal procedures, it becomes an
auxiliary to judicial agendas (Mulla 2014). As feminist trauma scholarship also argues, trauma is a
‘double-edged’ discourse reproducing dynamics of disbelief and limiting women’s agency (Gavey 2005;
Gavey & Schmidt 2011). My work on a trauma-care centre for women victims of gender-based violence
in France shows similar dynamics at work between trauma-informed, legal, and feminist discourses.
Suppressing guilt felt by the victim of violence and deconstructing the spouse’s shame was an important
task. Yet, these subject positions were also in tension with each other. The staff referred to the
traumatised victim, the fearful spouse, and what I call the legal mother. But these denominations silenced
the embodied mother and the individual as a person with life projects. Patients experienced these subject
positions simultaneously. But the staff’s practices, as well as the knowledge supporting them, did not
address all the positions. My paper draws on ethnographic observation and interviews to show that
despite how staff linked trauma knowledge, statistical knowledge on conjugal and sexual violence,
gender-based knowledge on sexist violence, and how they framed politically patients’ vulnerability, their
success in suppressing the conjugal violence victim’s guilt, did nonetheless not prevent them from
responsibilising the legal mother.
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The Politics of Therapy:
The Victim of Gender Violence as the Paradigmatic Patient of Feminist Therapy
Stéphanie Pache, Université du Québec à Montréal
The issue of violence against women was brought up in public and political debates by 1970s
feminist movements. This pervasive problem was also addressed by feminist mental health professionals.
The traditional approach of domestic and sexual violence in mental health institutions, as much as the
clinical practices, were the object of many feminist criticisms for their inadequate understanding of
gender relations and of the psychological effects of violence. On the other hand, feminist therapists were
solicited by and wanted to help the victims of violence in their recovery and the process of healing from
the effects of violence. This paper recounts the history of this critique in North America and the feminist
project of developing a therapeutic approach that would truly care for survivors. It describes how gender
violence shaped the conception of feminist therapy, but also, more generally paved the way for more
democratic and egalitarian practices of psychotherapy.
Drawing on the writings of several feminist therapists (e.g. Laura S. Brown, Mary Ballou, Dana
Becker), this paper will first describe the therapeutic practices against which feminist therapy was
developed, in order to shed light on the political project framing feminist therapy and its goal of
empowering individuals in therapy. Laura S. Brown defines feminist therapy as “the practice of therapy
informed by feminist political philosophy of women and gender, which leads both therapist and client
towards strategies and solutions advancing feminist resistance, transformation, and social change in daily
personal life, and in relationships with the social, emotional, and political environment” (Brown 1994, p.
22). We will see how this practice was conceptualized in the context of feminist claims in the US about
how psychological and medical professions treated victims of gender violence in the 1970s and 1980s.
Feminist therapy has been developed against the hegemonic "oppressive" understanding of women’s
mental issues. The mistreatment of victims of violence by traditional therapists has a prominent place in
demonstrating the contribution of feminist psychology, both to feminists and to psychologists. The
psychological effects of women oppression seemed to North American feminist activists as obvious as the
fact that a blaming approach was too often provided to victims of violence.
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Feminist therapists seek to offer a different therapeutic space: the “treatment” - in the sense of “care”
- proposed by this approach consists, literally, of the treatment - in the sense of “behavior towards
another” - of the person in therapy. The aim was to not reproduce the abusive conditions of traditional
therapy, but also to counterbalance what would be the source of psychological suffering: powerlessness,
or the feeling of powerlessness. Power is the concern at the core of feminist therapy and this paper
illustrates this with two issues: the power dynamic of the therapeutic relationship, and trauma, as the
experience of extreme powerlessness.
This paper submits to the discussion a comprehensive analysis of the feminist politicization of
therapy and the psychological effect of gender violence. This history could contribute to better informed
public discussions on policies against gender violence, which could often benefit from clarifications about
psychological knowledge and practices, especially at a time when gender-based domestic and sexual
violence constitutes a major topic of public debates.
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Session #2A
Merit, Equality & Access to Resources in the United States
Personnel Crisis: Title VII Litigation, Validity Theory, and the Politics of
Psychological Testing in 1970s America
Michael McGovern, Princeton University
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
Psychological tests administered by the millions each year represent one of the most significant
encounters between ordinary people and the theories and methodologies of psychology. A growing
literature has shown their development in military applications, and ascendance in the growth of public
education and modern corporations in the United States during the first half of the twentieth century. The
story around educational testing has been carried through to the affirmative action debates that arose
beginning in the 1970s, in which notions of ‘merit’ and ‘equality’ were pitted against one another. Few
historians, however, have followed personnel tests into the murky waters of the late civil rights
movement, as the employment crises of the 1970s politicized the federal government’s efforts to combat
race and sex discrimination on the job. Efforts to tame personnel testing became flashpoints of legal and
intellectual debate and shaped a broad swath of civil rights law and politics.
In this paper, I use the legal history of employment discrimination cases involving Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (on equal employment) as a way to narrate the entanglements between the
psychometric theory of validation and racial politics. Many face-neutral tests were found, in fact, to
perpetuate racial inequality in hiring. Antidiscrimination debates raised the stakes of one the core issues
of validation: What is it that a test measures? The entanglement between psychological science and law
was direct; legal and psychological concepts shaped one another in significant ways. As the debate shifted
from how to define discrimination toward the arguably more contentious matter of how to calculate
effective remedies for it—often in the form of quotas—social scientists began weighing in on how to
define fairness in quantitative terms, effectively flattening the debate on how to redress historical
injustices toward an absolute measure of proof.
Using published scientific papers and legal decisions, as well as archival sources from the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), among others, I contend that a nuanced, epistemic
skepticism toward personnel tests was displaced by a political rights-skepticism as the issue narrowed
into an all-or-nothing referendum on racial quotas. I begin by exploring the EEOC’s research on
psychological tests and its involvement with the professional community during the 1960s to establish
professional standards on testing. Then, I unpack two significant Supreme Court cases that helped make
those standards legally binding: Griggs v. Duke Power Co. (1971) and Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody
(1975). These cases helped solidify a rigorous check that tests be job-related, that is, evaluate specific
skills necessary for a given job, through many testing experts and psychometricians felt that too high a
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standard was imposed regarding the predictive validity of a test—whether it predicted success on the job.
As backlash from industry continued, the Court’s decision in Washington v. Davis (1976) that deemed the
EEOC guidelines irrelevant to a constitutional equal protection claim appeared to stem the tides of test
validation and weaken the legal arsenal for contesting testing.
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Social Science, Equal Opportunity, and the American Educational Dream:
Debating James Coleman’s Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966), Kenneth Clark’s Dark
Ghetto (1965), and Peter Blau and Otis Duncan’s The American Occupational Structure (1967)
in the Great Society Era
Leah Gordon, Brandeis University
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
The larger book project of which this paper is a part, Imagining Opportunity: Education and
Inequality in Modern America, investigates how, why, and to what effect American social scientists
argued over the meanings of equal opportunity and schooling’s potential as a tool for promoting this
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contested ideal from the 1930s through the end of the twentieth century. Situated in historiographies of
post-World War II American social science, education, liberalism, and civil rights activism, this paper
investigates three social scientific studies of inequality: James S. Coleman’s Equality of Educational
Opportunity (1966), Kenneth Clark’s Dark Ghetto (1965), and Peter Blau and Otis Duncan’s The
American Occupational Structure (1967). The history of these volumes, their interrelationship, and the
arguments they raised provide a window into the contours and contradictions in Great Society era thought
about education, equality, and the relationship between the two.
A flood of social scientific literature on equal opportunity—which addressed not only what later
scholars would term “achievement gaps” but the fluidity of the American class structure; the mechanisms
of occupational stratification; processes of social reproduction; how discrimination obstructed mobility
pathways; and whether schools could initiate or must follow transformations in the economic order—
emerged in the mid 1960s. These debates spilled from social scientific journals into newspapers,
congressional hearings, and the popular press.
Providing a window into this wider moment of debate, this paper makes four interrelated arguments.
First, the paper shows how the imprecision of the concept of equal opportunity contributed to its broad
appeal, since the ideal could support multiple—at times contradictory—policy agendas. Second, this
history draws attention to the sidelining of questions about the limits of education as an egalitarian tool—
that is about whether success in school assured economic success in life—among Great Society era
thinkers. While historians have highlighted the War on Poverty’s tendency to prioritize education and job
training over more redistributive employment, tax, or welfare measures, we know less about why Great
Society era Americans asked schools to perform egalitarian work for which they were ill equipped.1
Work I have presented elsewhere assessed the cold reception of Jencks’ Inequality (1972)—one of the
few social scientific studies to argue that schools were the wrong tools for equalizing economic status
among adults—in the Nixon years. This paper suggests that the roots of late twentieth century tendencies
to educationalize responses to inequality, that is to demand schools sit on the front lines of the fight for a
more equal social and economic order, run squarely through Great Society era social science. Third, the
paper suggests that a confluence of intellectual and political pressures encouraged scholars in the Johnson
years to embrace the American educational dream. Some were methodological, involving what
quantitative research methods could reliably measure as well as boundary work distinguishing “objective”
social science from political advocacy. Others were political. Many scholars feared that articulating
skepticism about education’s impact would legitimize attacks on desegregation or rationalize reduced
school funding. Great Society era hostility to redistributive social policies also reflected longer-term
resistance to redistribution, especially to policies directed not to children but to groups deemed “the
undeserving poor,” and the perennial association of redistribution and radicalism.2 Fourth, this paper
exposes the careful maneuvering social scientists working on politically fraught topics employed. Many
activist-scholars, based on fear that their research might be used to rationalize policy agendas they never
1
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intended, compartmentalized scholarly and political commitments. At least in the mid-1960s, this
compartmentalization favored educational solutions to problems of both poverty and inequality, problems
whose scope and complexity demanded a broader response.
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Session #2B
Socialist Governmentality through Behavioral and Therapeutic Expertise
Trauma of Revolution: A Communist Patient’s Management of Neurasthenia
Zhipeng Gao, Simon Fraser University & Dongmei Wang, Nanjing University
In this study, we present a conceptually engaged case study of the connection among socialist
China’s “thought reform”, psychotherapy, and mental health. Existent literature allows us to understand
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psychotherapy/psychiatry in socialist China to be defined by communist politics, but two important
questions remain underexplored.
The first question is concerned with the patient’s first-person perspective. While Robin Munro
(2001) offers rich description of how psychiatry was complicit in the disciplining and punishment of
political dissidents, little is said about how mental patients, alleged or real, reacted to diagnostic labels
and treatment techniques. Arthur Kleinman (1982) partially fills this lacuna by examining neurasthenia
patients’ experience of somatization, but his study was based on post hoc speculation because he was
unable to access China until 1980, when the country had moved on from communism. To overcome these
problems, we study Lily (pseudonym), a young female political cadre working at the Shanghai Police
School, who kept a diary between 1953 and 1962 to record in great details how she struggled to adhere to
therapeutic treatment of neurasthenia.
The second question is concerned with the relationship between mental illness, psychotherapy and
Chinese communist revolution. Scholars have popular examined how Chinese communist revolution
influenced mental illness as well as psychotherapy. Thanks to them, we have extensive knowledge of the
diagnosis and treatment of neurasthenia at that time (Liu, 1989; Wang, 2016, 2019). In this study, we
approach this question differently. We instead examine how Lily simultaneously applied
psychotherapeutic techniques and so-called “thought reform” to address her neurasthenia symptoms
(Smith, 2013). In this process of self-management, we argue, Lily invited psychotherapy and thought
reform to tap into her subjectivity, sometimes complementing and other times conflicting with one
another.
Methodologically, we apply medical anthropology for its attention to how Lily agentically and
meaningfully live through illness experiences within given social and cultural conditions (Kirmayer,
1992; Ware, 1992). This approach can be particularly productive in the analysis of dairy, a form of
evidence that records private mental life from a first-person perspective (Alaszewski, 2006; Nezlek,
2012). Meanwhile, we draw on Foucault’s (1979, 1988, 1991, 2008) discussion of the connection among
psychiatric knowledge, power, and subjectivity. Specifically, we analyze the blurring of the boundaries
among mental health issues, consciousness and personhood; therapeutic and thought reform approaches to
this amalgamation; as well as the sociopolitical implications of these two approaches.
We make three major arguments. First, we contend that psychotherapy and thought reform had
considerable Concurrentism/convergence in that as ideological authorities, they both assessed and
intervened into Lily’s thought, emotions and behaviors. They both applied internal attributions by linking
Lily’s mental distress to her personality shortcomings, thus reinforcing one another in motivating Lily to
strive towards self-improvement (Dittmer, 1973). However, we argue that there were irreconcilable
theoretical/normative conflicts between psychotherapy and thought reform: while the former was
committed to individual mental wellbeing, the latter insisted on embedding the individual within China’s
sociopolitical milieu. Such conflict eventually led to the denouncement of psychotherapy as a reactionary
practice (Xia et al., 1958).
Second, although psychotherapy and thought reform both attributed Lily’s neurasthenia to her
personality shortcomings, based on our close examination of Lily’s recorded patterns of neurasthenic
episodes, we make an external attribution, arguing that the communist revolution was in fact a major
source of Lily’s mental distress through three pathways. First, the sense of urgency and spiritual devotion
created by the revolution, combined with Lily’s debilitating mental condition, led to her existential crisis.
Second, the political colonization of Lily’s personal life created much mental stress and left her little
room for rehabilitation (Yan, 2003). Third, the marginalization of Lily by her rigid, politicized work
environment further exacerbated her neurasthenia.
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Finally, we argue that the communist revolution paradoxically promoted its promise of spiritual
sublimation through coercive means, causing Lily to display ambiguous modes of agency and
identification. On the one hand, Lily voluntarily attempted to adhere to the therapeutic/revolutionary
regimes, often to the effect of self-subjugation. On the other, Lily also suspected her politicized work
environment to be the source of her mental distress, and as a result attempted to change her environment
even though to no avail. We argue that Lily’s inability to bring the conflicting modes of attribution into
confrontation, let alone reconciliation, signals mental repression created by the authority of the revolution.
Further,
We argue that traumatization was an intrinsic component of socialist China’s project of creating a
new socialist human, who, through self-doubt and mental pain, was to experience healing and salvation
through dedication to the revolutionary cause (Cheng, 2009; Gao, 2020). In this sense, Lily was as much a
patient of neurasthenia as of the communist revolution.
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Behavioral training for socialist leaders in the German Democratic Republic, 1970’s
Verena Lehmbrock, Erfurt University
This paper examines a little-known chapter in the history of applied psychology, expertise, and
governance, namely the social psychological training (SPT) for socialist leaders in the German
Democratic Republic. By transforming communication and leadership styles, SPT aimed at improving
overall human cooperation and ultimately economic productivity. Based on so far untapped archival
sources, I will uncover the transnational genesis of SPT and be tackling questions relating to the role of
psychological expertise under socialism in the light of scholarship on the far better researched Western
counterparts. Apart from a stately perspective, I will also address the level of individual appropriation of
SPT including possible unintended side effects of techniques drawn from the field of humanistic
psychology, group dynamics, and psychotherapy. The example of SPT helps us to better understand the
role of psychological expertise under state socialism as well as the polyvalence of techniques based on
social psychological knowledge, the effects of which could turn out repressive as well as liberating on
both sides of the 'Iron Curtain'.
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Session #3: Cheiron Book Award
Martin Summers, Madness in the City of Magnificent Intentions: A History
of Race and Mental Illness in the Nation’s Capital
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Cheiron (The International Society for the History of Behavioral and Social Sciences) awards the 2021
Cheiron Book Prize to Martin Summers (Associate Professor of History and African and African
American Diaspora Studies, Boston College) for Madness in the City of Magnificent Intentions A
History of Race and Mental Illness in the Nation’s Capital (Oxford University Press, 2019).
In the 1840s, Charles Dickens characterized Washington D.C. as the “City of Magnificent Intentions,”
both because of its stunning architecture and as yet relatively small population, as well as because the
operations of slave traders within its borders challenged the American ideals of equality, freedom and
democracy. When St Elizabeths Hospital opened in Washington D.C. in 1855 as a federally funded
insane asylum for district residents and members of the US military, beliefs about race were central to the
hospital’s location, design, and ongoing operation. Martin Summers’ engaging book examines the 132year history of the hospital and its relationship with Washington D.C.’s African American community.
From its beginning, Saint Elizabeths Hospital was racially segregated and designed to prioritize
the care of White patients over that of African American ones. The all-White hospital staff assumed that
there were racial differences in psyche and that the White psyche was the norm. They viewed the Black
psyche as deviant, inferior, primitive, child-like, and dangerous. In the antebellum period, low rates of
insanity among African Americans were attributed to the “protection” slavery provided from the stresses
of modern life. White psychiatrists then blamed the apparent increase in African American mental illness
after the Civil War on emancipation. Summers highlights the contradictions in the characterizations of
Black insanity. On the one hand, the most frequent diagnosis, especially early on was mania, and Black
insanity was associated with depravity, violence and criminality. On the other hand, when overcrowding
led to the necessity for housing White and Black patients together, they were sometimes housed with the
White patients who were historically deemed idiots, or demented because Blacks were supposedly docile
and less excitable to external stimuli and therefore less likely to object to being housed with these types of
patients. When moral treatment was the dominant therapeutic approach, segregation of African
Americans was considered necessary because it was believed that their excitable natures would threaten
the serenity and therefore recovery of White patients No concerns were ever expressed about the effect
White patients’ illness or behaviors might have on Black patients’ recovery. Work as therapy was also
racialized. For Blacks it was intended to return them to life as laborers. For Whites (more often diagnosed
as melancholic) to recover their spirits. The use of seclusion and restraints as well as later treatments such
as hydrotherapy and dynamic psychotherapy also differed by race.
While acknowledging that many members of the hospital staff and administration were concerned
about the mental health of their African American patients, Summers nevertheless identifies the racial
assumptions that governed such treatment. At the same time, he highlights the agency of the African
American community – patients’ attempts to control their therapeutic experiences and the ways the
families, who viewed the hospital as an arm of the federal government, bravely asserted their rights as
citizens to make demands of the hospital on behalf of their family member. Grounded in extensive
archival sources and Summers’ expertise in African American history, Madness in the City of
Magnificent Intentions reminds us that the history of mental illness in America has only begun to
grapple with the effect of race not just on diagnosis and treatment but also on the experience of the
patients and their families
Members of the 2021 Cheiron Book Prize Committee: Jennifer Bazar, Nancy Digdon, Kelli VaughnJohnson, and Katharine Milar (chair).
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Session #4A
Symposium: The Tools of the Trade”:
Evolving Methods, Apparatuses and Resources for the Historian (18902020)
Organizers: Ian Lubek, University of Guelph and Christopher Green, York
University
While there has been much written about the methods and apparatuses used by experimental
psychologists after the 1860s, this symposium looks at how those writing the history of a discipline such
as psychology have also relied on “tools of the trade”. Before 1920, much historical writing in psychology
consisted of autobiographical or biographical accounts, literature reviews of a research area, mapping the
trends in publications over time, psychohistories, and the earliest history textbooks for teaching. Some
tools were borrowed by historians from their experimental and clinical colleagues (e.g., formal
interviews, descriptive statistics, databases, and use of photos and “moving pictures”). The three papers
cover changes during three overlapping historiographic “ages”: Ian Lubek describes early historiography
in the “Age of Paper”, plus audio and image recording (1890-1990). Christopher Green picks up the
chronology with the “Age of the computer” (1980-2020) and the online world. Cathy Faye discusses the
“Age of Digitization” (2005-2020) as paper archives are put online.

Historiographic tools in the Age of Paper: 1890-1990
Ian Lubek, University of Guelph
By 1970, “History of Psychology” was becoming an institutionalized cottage industry, with the
formation of professional societies, journals, PhD programs, textbooks, courses in the Psychology
curriculum and the founding of the Archives of Psychology at Akron. As the papers by Green and Faye
describe, an historian of psychology can today walk into a library, archive or interview room with just a
smartphone or tablet (and an optional charger). They might consult an online catalogue (or Google!) to
find needed materials, and use their phone to record relevant pages or take screenshots of online
materials. Nowadays, a tablet or laptop is a tool for consulting online bibliographies, E-Books, Open
Access journals, and doing citation counts. In the 1890s, recording of events used pencil or pen and ink
on paper, as typewriters and carbon paper were not readily available before 1900. At the end of the 19th
century, speeches and interviews could be recorded on wax cylinders using phonographs, and by the
1920s, specialized office “Dictaphones”. Often a “secretary” would be needed to type a clinical or
historical interview transcript, sometimes passing through a standardized “shorthand” transcription
process, taught in “commercial” high school classes from the 1920s-1980s, along with “typing”.

In 1905, the Albert Kahn Foundation in Paris sent photographers and film crews around the world to
record in colour and motion the cultures in French colonies. A valuable “Archives of the Planet” was
created for historians and anthropologists, recording cultural events and languages as “aspects and the
practices of human activity which will inevitably disappear over time.” By 1920, John B. Watson and
others created film recordings of experiments, which could be (critically) checked against published
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written accounts by later historians. Black and white 16mm motion picture film was used for microfilm
recording of collections of journals and documents, and the University of Michigan, beginning in 1938,
archived all PhD dissertations (now Proquest). Before 1970, most libraries and Archives dealt primarily
with paper—books, letters, journals-- and sometimes (micro-)film, photos and sound recordings. Zerox
copiers were not ubiquitous until the 1960s. Going into an archive, one could often only take a lined
yellow pad and a pencil when consulting rare, delicate materials.
By the 1980s, going “electric” to do historical research involved one of those new-fangled portable
computers; they were better labeled “luggables” because they weighed 40 pounds/16 kilos, had to be
rolled on a luggage carrier to an archive, and then plugged in if more than 20 minutes of use were
needed. The video interviews, such as those done with Elizabeth Scarborough for Cheiron's 25th
anniversary, still involved heavy portable VHS cameras and recorders, weighing 8-12 kilos. During the
1986 Cheiron meeting, hosted at University of Guelph, one session was conducted in the Library with
demonstrations of the latest ”high tech” resources for historians: Guelph's pioneering online catalogue, an
early international and campus “COSY” e-mail system linked to Bitnet, online Psychological Abstracts
retrievable at $0.15 per hit, and microfilm collections of older journals. This ushered in the post 1980
changes mentioned by Green and Faye. Citation counting, in the 1970s/80s still involved handcpounting
with heavy paper volumes. Around the same time, I worked on historical documents in a private family
home in Brittany, France. There was no way to remove and photocopy the extensive correspondence and
books and articles. So we transported heavy microfilming equipment to France to create a 150, 000
document archive. This was completed 6 months before the last Hamon family member’s death and the
breakup and dispersion of this collection of historical materials. A copy exists at University of Guelph. I
will review briefly the types of recording devices available to capture words, images, sounds and
movement and how paper-bound historiographers began to change their “tools of the trade”.

The New Means of Historiographical Production: 1980-2020
Christopher D. Green, York University
The practice of historical research used to be occupied by a plethora of concrete objects: boxes
and folders filled with old papers (which, in turn, were filled with illegible writing), magnifying glasses
(to help decipher the illegible writing), pencils (never pens!), books with foxed pages, typewriters (when
did you last use one of those?), “official” envelopes and stationery pre-printed with your institution’s
name and address (to write to archivists weeks in advance of your visit). Then there were the abstract and
imaginary objects: the postage stamps (that you never had enough of), the unreliable mail service, the
long distance phone charges, archival collections that you couldn’t afford to travel to, the books that your
local library had loaned to someone else, or had “lost,” or simply did not own. There was running from
used book store to used book store scouring through (mostly unsorted) shelves for a particular obscure
volume, only to finally find it after days of searching – at three times the price you were expecting to pay
for it.
All those objects and activities could be a great deal of frustration, but at least they got you out of
the office and out about town from time to time. Now, by contrast, we are ruled by a single, monolithic,
all-powerful, unforgiving Emperor: the personal computer (buttressed by its wicked Grand Vizier, the
Internet). It has become virtually impossible to do research without access to an internet-connected
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personal computer – whether it be a desktop, laptop, tablet, or that thing we carry around that we
(hilariously) still refer to by the function we use least, “the telephone.”
In this talk I will follow the “new adventures” of 21st-century historians as they attempt to wend
their way through the cyber-labyrinth that has so rapidly displaced the age-old tools of the historiographic
trade. We will make stops at many ports of call: how e-mail, listservs, and websites killed the
“newsletter” and changed the character of conferences forever; how PsycInfo (among other search
engines) and JSTOR emptied libraries of researchers and tied us ever more firmly to our desks (or, with
laptops, to our easy chairs); how APA’s digital distribution of its own journals unexpectedly wrecked its
own Divisions; how the arrival of e-books (and then Google Books) surprised and upended the publishing
industry itself; and finally how everything was turned upside down all over again when the “new media”
stopped abiding by the traditional categories of the “old media” and started producing blogs, podcasts,
YouTube, Facebook, and terrible, terrible Twitter.
When Will That Be Digitized? Archival Adventures in the Digital Age (2005-2020)
Cathy Faye, The University of Akron
The archival world is rife with fret over the implications of the “digital age” for archivists and for
historians. Archivists wring their hands over storage solutions. Historians furrow their brows at the daily
loss of important email communications. The digital age has indeed changed the game for both groups.
As information goes digital, what happens to archives as research tools? How does this change impact
archives, archivists, history, and historians? I will explore these questions as a historian of psychology
who now spends the bulk of her time managing a museum and archives. At York University, I began to
explore archives in earnest after 2005, working with Chris Green.
In many ways, the digital age has created giant headaches for those of us who now work
professionally in archives. We face digital demand, often asked by well-meaning, enthusiastic
researchers: “can you digitize that collection?” (in reference to a collection that comprises 100 linear
feet). Thanks to search engines, online finding aids, and conglomerate archival repositories, our group of
patrons is larger than ever and has varying levels of expertise, leading to requests such as this one: “I’m
writing a textbook on the history of psychology. Do you have anything relevant?” The digital age has also
created a more significant set of concerns surrounding cost, storage solutions, obsolete media, and the
propensity of potential donors to dispose of digital data.
The digital age also creates concerns for historians. Most seem to be concerned with the loss of
historical data that has accompanied the rise of born-digital materials—primarily email correspondence.
This is a valid, important, and pretty obvious concern. There are other issues, however, that arise in light
of the digital age; for example, we have decreasing opportunities for experiencing what I call “the
archival rabbit hole,” the path scholars often go down when they physically visit an archive and find a
million things they weren’t looking for.
Concerns aside, the digital age has changed the way we do archival research, often for the better.
Digitization has transformed accessibility in archival research. The digitization of finding aids and the
cross-searching capacity that comes with engines such as Google and ArchiveGrid encourages
interdisciplinary research. It also helps uncover voices that were often absent from the historical record
and, as the digital age developed, it facilitated and perhaps encouraged new kinds of history that moved
away from people, schools, and places towards topics and ideas.
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Session #4B
Politics and the Mind
A bumpy ride to the ballot: Phrenology and the Nineteenth Amendment
Erica Lilleleht, Seattle University
In January of 1855, phrenologist and woman’s rights advocate Lucretia Bradley made a solo ascent
in a hot air balloon. In doing so, Bradley was hoping to draw attention to both her profession and the
political movement that figured into her phrenological lectures. The event was nothing if not dramatic:
having “ascended rapidly to a great height” and with “the valve rope unmanageable,” Bradley had to slice
the balloon with a knife, plummeting to earth “with nothing but a mass of silk to depend upon”
(“Thrilling balloon adventure,” 1855, p. 2). She landed hard but uninjured, having successfully used the
balloon as a parachute. After this remarkable adventure, as a single woman Bradley continued to lecture
on phrenology and suffrage until 1858. On August 10th, she married fellow phrenologist and artist,
Algernon Hubbell, at the home of her friend and noted suffragist, Dr. Mary Edwards Walker. In
alliterative and illustrative fashion, the Phrenological Journal expressed the hope that “prosperity, present
and prospective, professional, pecuniary, and parental, be the portion of the plighted pair” (“Married, by
Friends’ ceremony,” 1858, p. 48).
As with Lucretia Bradley Hubbell, phrenology and suffrage were interconnected throughout much of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Both movements used each other. Often this took the form of
mutual support and advocacy. Women and men like Lucretia and Algernon Hubbell used their
phrenological identities and platforms to demonstrate and argue for woman’s intellectual, emotional, and
even physiological fitness for the vote. Fowler & Well’s Phrenological Journal reported on conventions
and assemblies in the United States and beyond starting with the first National Woman’s Rights
Convention in Worchester, MA (1850). Suffragists used the pages of the Phrenological Journal to
articulate and hone their positions (e.g., Phillips, 1881). Jessie Fowler, the final face of Fowler & Wells,
joined her lesser known phrenological sisters in donating services at suffrage fund-raising bazaars (e.g.,
“A hundred pockets for this old lady,” 1908, p. 14; “Social notes”, 1909, p. 13). But one could also be
used against the other, and both could be used against the non-white and/or immigrant Other. Newspapers
articles mocked phrenological women, along with their political pretensions (e.g., “From Williamstown,”
1864). The Phrenological Journal published material by those amused (e.g., Kirk, 1885), concerned (e.g.,
Peggoty, 1851), and even horrified (“The woman question in Germany,” 1869) by the possibility of a
voting woman. Following the strategy articulated by Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, some
phrenologists staked their suffrage positions using xenophobic and/or racist arguments (e.g., Toler, 1893).
And as phrenology’s respectability lagged in the face of waning popularity, even a supportive, affirming
connection could be politically problematic.
Using American periodicals, newspapers, as well as letters and reports from and about well and
lesser known individuals, I will map some of the ups and downs experienced by those engaged in (but not
necessarily committed to) phrenology and woman’s suffrage in the United States. Progressive and
regressive, dramatic and banal, the journey shared by the pseudoscience and political movement ended in
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1920 as psychoanalysis captured the public’s imagination, and the 19th Amendment made the ballot
possible for many, but not all, American women.
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Citizens, Subjects, and the Unsound of Mind
John Carson, University of Michigan
Who should be deemed sufficiently responsible to make a will, enter into a contract, or get married,
and who should not? Questions such as these have, for centuries, been important in Anglo-American civil
law, fundamental to helping shape the bounds of citizenship and liberty, the ways in which individuals
could and can engage in some of the most basic civil activities.
Before the late eighteenth century, the presumption in both Anglo-American law and medicine was
that the kinds of mental impairments that really mattered were few in number and generally severe in
scope. The terms “idiot” and “lunatic,” each narrowly defined, constituted virtually the whole of the
accepted vocabulary for mental infirmity in both fields. During the late eighteenth/early nineteenth
centuries, however, an important transformation took place, particularly visible in Anglo-American civil
adjudications concerning mental competency. Pushing expansive definitions of the medico-juridico terms
“unsoundness of mind,” or “non compos mentis,” physicians and jurists began to challenge strict common
law standards minimizing occasions where an actor’s ability to exert their legal personhood could be
placed in question. Through imaginative use of precedents, explicit declarations that the law could no
longer ignore relief for less severe conditions, and the production of new nosologies of idiocy and
insanity that delineated a plethora of novel mental pathologies, practitioners in both fields remade the
landscape of mental impairment.
In the process, I will argue in this talk, scientific expertise, especially in the form of mental medicine,
became a crucial resource for making or at least justifying determinations in Anglo-American law as to
who was or was not capable of exercising full legal personhood, of being a full citizen. To be legally
determined to be unsound, weak, or imbecilic of mind in the early nineteenth century was to be placed in
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a legal nether world, a gray area where rights and responsibilities were contingent and situational, where
one might be treated as an independent, accountable agent—a full citizen—in one context, and as a ward
of the state—a subject requiring oversight—in the next. What is more, mental science came to be a key
participant in the proceedings designed to determine who was and was not sound of mind—“normal.”
Legal status became in these proceedings not just a political question, but a medico-scientific one.
Unsoundness of mind was one place where we can see the fashioning of a kind of medico-legal hybrid
that served to help define some of the boundaries of citizenship when concerns about an individual’s
“normality” were raised.
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The Genius and Political Discourse. An Analysis of José Ingenieros’ El hombre mediocre
Victoria Molinari (CONICET, UBA, UNLP, Buenos Aires, Argentina
In 1912, Argentina passed it first law for the democratic elections of its representatives, allowing
adult males to vote and participate in congress. This prompted the critique of many sectors, specially the
governing oligarchy, but also, of one of the prominent intellectuals at the time, José Ingenieros (Mailhe,
2013; Pita & Bruno, 2010; Terán, 2008). Ingenieros published El hombre mediocre [The mediocre man]
in (1913) seemingly as a direct critique to this law and to the president Roque Saenz Peña. The main
argument of the book drew on psychological categories to explain that democracy was, in fact, a poor
choice in government. His main concern, as the title of the book suggests, was that the main population
was mostly mediocre and therefore not able to govern or to elect a suitable candidate to run the country.
One category that stood out in his analysis was the ‘genius’. This term was reserved for men who
demonstrated not only exceptional intelligence but also remarkable moral and ideals. This interpretation
set Ingenieros’ work on a path that showed the limits of strict naturalism. However, he did not abandon
evolutionary and naturalist explanations as the basis of psychological functions and their distribution
throughout the population (Talak, 2013). Ingenieros wanted to show which was the genius’ place in
society and politics, as well as to present a new form of government and social organization.
This paper explores how psychological categories linked to intellectual level, such as genius,
mediocrity and superiority were directly intertwined with political discourse. History of psychology has
taken into consideration the problem of the genius related to giftedness, infancy, and education or
eugenics (see for example, Carson, 2007; Stadler, 2006). However, Ingenieros’ book shows the
productivity of these categories in adulthood, in the analysis of political movements and the planning of
new imagined societies. The concepts of ‘genius’ or ‘mediocre’ are not part of a rigorous statistical
analysis, rather an explanation of how the human mind is formed at birth and how it develops through life
up until old age. He used Spencer’s (1900) and Ribot’s (1896) theories on psychology and evolution to
support his thesis and presented a natural development of intelligence differentiating not only degrees but
also types. He also mainly disputed Lombroso’s views on the genius (1872, 1901, 1902) to support his
own thesis about leadership by superior men.
The methodology used in this paper is based on the qualitative and interpretative analysis of
bibliographical sources from the perspective of critical history of psychology, intellectual history, and
circulation of knowledge. Fundamentally, through reception theory I try to emphasize Ingenieros’
relevance to the debate of intellectual level and politics showing the originality of his work and how the
concept of genius or giftedness can lead to new paths in the history of intelligence.
The genius problem raised several debates among intellectuals at the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century. This topic was addressed namely by Cesare Lombroso (1872, 1901, 1902),
Francis Galton (1892) and Théodule Ribot (1873) and years later by Lewis Terman (1916, 1922). Though
maintaining their specific viewpoints, they were mainly concerned with the link between genius and
heredity, and genius and madness. In Argentina, the topic was also discussed in the works of Ramos
Mejía (1878), De Veyga (1906), Bunge (1918) and Palcos (1920), who shared the same concerns as
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international thinkers and also applied their theorization of the genius and madness to the interpretation of
social phenomena. Except for Palcos, who shared a similar view to Ingenieros, the rest focused on the
problems that superior minds or genius posited, whether in criminology or for the evolution of
humankind. This persistence on the topic shows the relevance of this phenomenon at the time.
Specifically, Ingenieros thought, first, that while there was a hereditary component to the genius it
was not sufficient to explain the whole concept, as moral and ideals were also required to fully understand
the issue; and second, he did not agree with the connection of genius with madness but explained that
societal perceptions of the men described as geniuses was probably confused with the advanced notions
proposed by these individuals. Basing his theory on evolution and naturalism he proposed an equilibrium
between the mediocre mass and the superior men and geniuses. While the masses represented a
conservative force needed for the preservation of society, superior men were crucial for change, and
leadership; geniuses were needed for their ideals and altruism. One of the most important aspects was the
imitation which allowed change without it being extremely radical. Ingenieros’ originality in the subject
was also of importance to the dawn of democracy. Having explained how superior and mediocre minds
were formed and how they coexisted he proceeded to show that democracy was in fact unfair and
inefficient because human beings were not all born equal. Therefore, the ideal government should be
based on “intellectual aristocracies” where the superior minds led the inferior, based on their intellectual
level and not democracy nor aristocracy built upon economic power.
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Session #5A
The Diffusion of Concepts in the History of Psychology
How Did Early North-American Clinical Psychologists Get Their First Personality Test? Carl
Gustav Jung, the Zurich School of Psychiatry and the Word-Association Test s (1900-1909)
Catriel Fierro, National Council of Scientific and Technical Research / National University of Mar
del Plata, Argentina
Clinical psychology emerged as a specialized field in the United States during the first decades of the
20th century. In stark contrast with their psychiatric colleagues, most clinical psychologists were
concerned not with the ‘insane’ or mentally ill but with the ‘abnormal’ or ‘maladjusted’: those
individuals, mostly children, who suffered from learning, behavioral or educational difficulties.
Moreover, clinicians were focused not on therapeutic treatment but on research, assessment and reeducation purposes. In this context, psychological tests quickly became the main technological devices
associated with their scholarly activities. Indeed, during the 1910s the diagnostic technique that
dominated the psychological field was the Binet-Simon scale, including its revisions and derivatives
(Reisman, 1991). Nonetheless, although intelligence tests quickly became associated with the role of the
clinical psychologist, from around 1905 to the mid-1920s certain psychologists pursued the assessment of
personality through a specific, non-intellectual kind of test: the word association test (hereafter WAT) as
devised by Swiss psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung (1875 – 1961) at the ‘Burghölzli’— the University of
Zurich’s psychiatric clinic (Jung, 1910; 1918). Jung’s WAT was a key scientific device in the
professionalization of North-American psychiatry and psychology during the early 20th century (Kohs,
1914; Meyer, 1905a; 1905b). Indeed, the test provided both disciplines with much-needed objective tools
for exploring and treating the abnormal mind (Baker & Benjamin, 2014; Zenderland, 2001).
Given their popularity and their ultimate historical significance, it is striking that Jung’s original
experiments have received only superficial or casual attention by historians of science. Many histories of
psychology or psychoanalysis have tended to omit any specific analysis of Jung’s experimental works and
its relation with the word association test (Kirsch, 2004; Monahan, 2009; Zaretsky, 2004). How did these
experiments begin? How did they develop? And who carried them out? The avoidance of such questions
has led to three serious oversimplifications and misrepresentations of Jung’s word association
experiments. First, it is usually assumed that both the word association experiments (hereafter WAEs) and
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the test itself consisted in a relatively straightforward task or series of tasks. The WAT is usually depicted
as involving an experimenter calling a “standard list” (Taylor, 1998, p. 102) of one hundred stimulus
words to a subject who is requested to say the first response word that comes to mind. The experimenter
then measures each reaction time, sometimes also classifying the resulting responses (Leys, 1985;
Shamdasani, 1998; Taylor, 1996). Secondly, historical scholarship has portrayed the WAT as a single,
stable entity that produced opaque experimental data. In other words, the results Jung obtained through
the experiments are usually seen as conclusive and definitive: no mention is made to either contradictory
conclusions or to internal debates at the Burghölzli which could have led to methodological and
procedural revisions of the test (Ellenberger, 1970; Reisman, 1991; Walsh, Teo & Baydala, 2014).
Thirdly, available historical accounts tend to communicate the impression that Jung either worked alone
or that he was assisted by only one other colleague, usually assumed to be either Franz Riklin or Eugen
Bleuler, the Burghölzli director (Makari, 2008; Shamdasani, 2004; 2012).
In the context of such misrepresentations, this paper attempts to provide a critical, streamlined and
detailed account on the origin, development and substance of the Zurich word association experiments as
conducted at the Burghölzli clinic during Jung’s stay there from 1900 to 1909. Based on heretofore
overlooked primary sources I will argue that the WAT was the result of a multi-layered experimental
research program on mental association that fueled several debates and data-driven discussions at the
Clinic. I will start by describing Bleuler’s theory of mental association, arguing that the word association
experiments were started in an attempt to produce evidence on the regularities behind physical
associations. After summarizing Jung’s theory of psychological complexes, I will then describe the
research procedures, samples and experimental results obtained by Jung and his main collaborators: Franz
Riklin, Emma Fürst, Kurt Wehrlin, Ludwig Binswanger and Hermann Nunberg. A critical analysis of
these results suggests three things: first, that Jung worked alongside half a dozen of colleagues in the
development and refinement of WAEs. As such, the test and its underlying experiments were the result of
a collective, highly-collaborative research effort. Second, that as the research program developed Swiss
psychiatrists reached lesser and lesser consensus on the experiment’s procedures and results, especially
when it came to defining normality, classifying responses, measuring reaction times and interpreting
clinical indicators. Thirdly, and as a result of such experimental ‘uncertainty’, the WAT itself never really
achieved a single, stable character: several modifications were introduced by different psychiatrists
working in disparate settings and pursuing diverse aims, leading to the test’s high plasticity and low
standardization. I conclude by arguing that although it constituted a problematic and conflicting
enterprise, the WAT was not an ‘abject failure’, as historians have sometimes argued, because it cemented
the Burghölzli’s international reputation and because it provided North-American psychiatrists and
clinical psychologists with a much-needed ‘scientific’ tool for conducting psychological examinations.
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Drawing Professional Boundaries for Psychiatry in 1930s America: The Division of
Psychiatric Education
Tara H Abraham, University of Guelph
Adolf Meyer has been rightly touted as a foundational figure in the history of early twentieth-century
American psychiatry (Lamb 2014). Meyer aimed to forge a place for psychiatry in medicine, mainly
through his work and practice at a new kind clinical space—the urban psychopathic hospital—which
stood in sharp contrast to the asylum (Lunbeck 1994). What has received less historical attention is the
work of Meyer and his protégés in their efforts to carve out a professional niche during the tumultuous
1930s, a period of great diversity in the psychiatric marketplace (Grob 1983). Faced with competitors
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from the realms of clinical psychology, lay analysis, and other popular movements, psychiatrists strove to
assert professional dominance through the creation of educational standards, a central element in the
process of professionalization in medicine (Starr 1982). In doing so, psychiatrists enlisted the support of
the Rockefeller Foundation, the Commonwealth Fund, and the National Committee for Mental Hygiene
(NCMH), whose Division of Psychiatric Education (DPE) was populated by Meyerians. This paper will
examine the activities of members of the DPE as well as popular and academic writing surrounding
psychiatric pedagogy and standardization. I will contextualize such activities in the wider culture of
psychotherapy, medicine, and quackery in America during the 1930s. What rhetoric did Meyerians use in
their attempts to distinguish themselves from clinical psychologists and lay analysts? What sorts of
pedagogical standards did they articulate to secure status? And how did their efforts align with wider
trends in specialization and certification in American medicine?
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Session #5B
History of Psychology in Brazil
Mapping Brazil’s History of Psychology: A Bibliometric Analysis of the Articles Published in the
Area (1996–2018),
Guilherme Santos de Souza1, Jaqueline de Andrade Torres1, Rhenato Vargas da Fonseca Silva1,
Fernando Andres Polanco2, & Rodrigo Lopes Miranda1
1
Universidade Católica Dom Bosco, Brazil, 2Universidad Nacional de San Luis (UNSL), San Luis,
Sana Luis, Argentina
Various countries over the last years witnessed debates on the disciplinarization of the history of
psychology (Barnes & Greer, 2016; Fierro, 2016; Vaugh-Blount, Rutherford, Baker, & Johnson, 2009),
which encompasses various facets. Amongst these facets are the discussions on the aspects of research
and circulation of journals on the history of psychology. Although the discussions indicate a decline in the
publication of articles in general psychology journals since 1990, the discussions indicate a rise in the
circulation of field specific journals (see Krampen, 2015). In the case of Brazil, although there are
prominent research groups such as Associação Nacional de Pesquisa e Pós-Graduação em Psicologia
(ANPEPP) and Sociedade Brasileira de História da Psicologia (SBHP) specializing on the history of
psychology, there is a scarcity in knowledge on the nature of scientific publications in the respective area.
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This study aimed to describe and analyze the publications in Brazil on the history of psychology
during 1996–2018. The period corresponds to the 22 years of existence of the ANPEPP’s History of
Psychology working group, a pioneer in the institutionalization of research in the field, in Brazil. The
scientific articles were searched using three Latin American online indexers, namely: (1) Literatura
Latino-Americana e do Caribe em Ciências da Saúde (LILACS), Portal de Periódicos Eletrônicos de
Psicologia (PePSIC), and (3) Scientific Eletronic Library Online (sciELO). All three are indicated by
Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior (CAPES) for its qualification process.
The application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria facilitated the shortlisting of sources to 101
publications, which in turn were analyzed to theorize the characteristics of the publications in Brazil on
the history of psychology.
Results indicate preponderant presence of lead female authors (n = 56). Regardless of the gender,
there was a significant presence of PhD holders (n = 65) amongst the authors. Majority of the authors
were linked to public universities (n = 68). Additionally, a significant group of authors were located in the
southeast of Brazil (n = 75). The results correspond to the attributes of the Brazilian scientific community
in general and the Brazilian psychology community in particular.
Equivalent number of articles (n = 51) analyzed were published in six general psychology journals.
This implies that the Brazilian psychologist-historians use general psychology journals for
communication as much as specialized ones. Content analysis of the articles show a majority in articles (n
= 54) with no clear methodological description. Of the articles that have methods outlined, majority of the
articles constitute documentary analysis (n = 30), indicating the importance of the voices of primary
sources. The analyzed articles indicate three recurrent themes: education (n = 22), psychological
knowledge (n = 21), and institutionalization processes (n = 14). These themes correspond to the history of
psychology in Brazil. A cross-examination of the themes with the institutions on the forefront of
respective areas will help facilitate an inference on the relationship between the themes and the history of
psychology. Furthermore, the themes are consistent with the existing knowledge on the history of
psychology in Brazil.
This prolegomenon has managed to map out few of the characteristics of the publications on Brazil’s
history of psychology. Firstly, the production and publication of research in the respective area is largely
under the control of historically influential groups. Secondly, research in the respective area is largely
headed by female PhD holders affiliated to public universities in the Southeast of Brazil. Thirdly, we
selected “articles” as textual sources, an important literary genre in the contemporary academic scenario,
but its relevance in the national scenario can be situated in the last decades of the 20th century. In this
sense, for the Humanities, it is worth highlighting that books still compete in relevance and publication
impact with “articles”, i.e., textual sources may have limited our results. Thus, new studies might be able
to approach this literary genre and broad the understanding about the phenomenon. Despite the
methodological constraints of the study, we believe the results contribute toward an initial mapping of the
field in the country. The results will facilitate newer investigations, which will further contribute to the
understanding of the configuration of Brazil’s history of psychology.
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A Radical Mutation in the Mental Health Practices in Brazil:
The Psychiatric Reform Movement and New Government Techniques Based on Freedom,
Arthur Arruda Leal Ferreira: Titular Professor, Institute of Psychology, UFRJ-Brazil
Rafael de Sousa Lima: Postgraduate Student, Institute of Psychology, UFRJ-Brazil
Bárbara Victor Souza; Marcus Vinícius Amaral Gama; Letícia Gomes Canuto; Higor Theobald
Seabra da Cruz; Laura Petrenko Doria; Mateus dos Santos Martins: Undergraduate Students,
Institute of Psychology, UFRJ-Brazil
An interesting movement in Brazil proposes changes in mental health policies, in theory and
practice, and these changes turn out to be very complex. Tracing its beginnings to the end of the 1970s,
the Brazilian Psychiatric Reform, in accordance with other international movements (such as Democratic
Psychiatry in Italy), opened the way to some concepts that were, until then, considered incompatible with
psychiatry, such as ‘freedom’, ‘citizenship’, and ‘human rights’. At the same time the reform opened new
places to the old patients: the external space of the cities, assemblies, independent work, consumption,
and the responsibility of self-management. And finally, new characters entered the scene that was
formerly a monologue of the psychiatrist: psychologists, sociologists, psychoanalysts, and social workers
also appeared as protagonists. These innovations were supported not only by a number of new ‘open-door
institutions’ (particularly in the Center for Psychosocial Attention – CAPS), but also by changes in laws
and national governmental policies (Brasil, 2002; Ministério da Saúde, 2004a/b).
In general, this process is celebrated as a kind of revolution that freed madness from the chains of the
old psychiatry, and the triumph over the old conservative forces (Amarante, 1995). Nevertheless, a critical
historical perspective (Foucault, 1965; Rose, 1998 and 1999) can support a fuller comprehension of this
movement by employing more interesting resources. First, the historian can do this by considering this
‘psychiatric reform’ as a much more complex techno-scientific process related to an assemblage of
political and governmental practices. Second, such an approach opens space to more problematization and
to analysis of new questions about these reformist processes, according to a critical historiography
(Huertas, 2001). In a more specific way, we will use Foucault’s (2004a and b) concept, introduced at the
end of 1970s: governmentality, with a special emphasis on neoliberal management techniques, which
build on the freedom of, and veridical discourses about, the governed. This discussion opens a space for
the analysis of the management techniques regarding people’s conduct, which are not only present in the
old psychiatry, but also in the new reformist process.
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To observe these radical changes in treatment, our research group investigates a ‘grey area’ of
history: the medical records of the patients located in two CAPS in Rio de Janeiro. We denote these
archives and files as ‘grey’ to contrast them with most historical narratives of the Brazilian Reform,
which feature great actors, heroic social movements, important laws, and epic and revolutionary outcomes
(a ‘blue genealogy, according to Nietzsche, 1887). We decided to research these medical files for two
main reasons: 1) the historical life of the patients encompasses the periods before and after the Brazilian
Psychiatric Reform process (we took 1996 as a key point, the year of the creation of the first CAPS in Rio
de Janeiro); and 2) it is possible to observe the new mental health policies implemented in quotidian
activity.
We can already confirm one radical change in the quotidian practices related to patient management:
if freedom was an exception before (if there was suspicion of madness then the patient had to be interned
by medical or familiar indication), after the Psychiatric Reform freedom became an imperative (interning
a patient only in very chronic cases and only for short periods). We also notice that these new practices of
management through freedom reveal two main strategies present in the 32 medical files analyzed in the
CAPS of Rio de Janeiro: 1. There is management through direct deals and agreements with patients
(when they answer positively to a range of requirements for responsibility and self-managements): to look
for a job, a course or another social project; 2. There is management through actors of the patient
environment (for example, through parents, relatives, and friends, when patients who present more
complex cases do not respond well to the treatments). Detailed examples of both strategies will be
exposed during the presentation. At the end of this presentation we want to explore the political meaning
of these new policies (which were even threatened by the federal government), especially what we can
learn about practical senses of freedom.
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Session #6A
Politics, People, and Projects in U. S. Social Sciences, 1940s to 1970s
Social Science for What? Wasting Taxpayer Dollars, Winning Golden Fleece Awards
Mark Solovey, University of Toronto
In 1975, U.S. Democratic Senator William Proxmire bestowed the first of many monthly Golden
Fleece Awards, given to “the biggest, most ridiculous or most ironic example of Government spending or
waste,” implying that the American taxpayer was being “fleeced.” Among the recipients of these awards
were government science agencies.
This paper examines Proxmire’s campaign against wasteful spending and its implication for national
science policy-making, with special attention to the case of the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF)
and its social science program. One of the nation’s premier science agencies, the NSF was founded in
1950 with a special mandate to promote so-called “basic science.” In the late 1960s its mandate was
expanded to include applied science in both the social and natural sciences. In the following decade, the
NSF received a number of Proxmire’s unflattering awards, including one for its grant to anthropologist
Sherry Ortner, for her project “Himalayan Mountaineering, Social Change, and the Evolution of Religion
among the Sherpas of Nepal.” Ortner had studied with the eminent interpretive anthropologist Clifford
Geertz at the University of Chicago and published a recent book called Sherpas through Their Rituals.
Ortner went on to a stellar career, marked by a 1980 Guggenheim fellowship, a 1992 MacArthur “genius”
award, and the 2004 best-book prize in anthropology for another monograph on the Sherpas, Life and
Death on Mt. Everest: Sherpas and Himalayan Mountaineering.
Regarding her NSF grant, Proxmire explained that he did not intend to criticize Ortner’s research per
se, although he did not speak highly of it. Nor did he believe in censorship. But at a time of “rampaging
inflation,” he asked why the government was spending taxpayer money “to send researchers half way
around the world to study what is at best an esoteric question.” To curb such abuse, he put forth a
controversial policy proposal that would have had legislators reviewing individual grants awarded by
science agencies such as the NSF.
In response, Ortner suggested that Proxmire was an ignoramus whose misguided efforts had
dangerous implications for American science and foreign policy. By questioning public support for her
research on how Sherpa society, religion, and culture dealt with changes associated with modernization,
Proxmire betrayed a dangerous ignorance about the forces shaping international development and U.S.
foreign policy. Here, Ortner placed her research in the context of mounting critiques of modernization
theory and its uptake in efforts to promote American-friendly development around the world. Proxmire,
she said, shared “an attitude prevalent among most economists . . . most development planners, and even
many anthropologists, to the effect that religion is a relatively trivial social force.” Regarding the
Senator’s proposal for direct political review of individual grants, Ortner and Roy A. Rappaport, the
chairman of Ortner’s home department at the University of Michigan, charged that this could lead to
dangerously naive funding decisions.
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This paper will examine the heated exchange between the politician Proxmire and the scholar Ortner. I
will also explore its relevance to US science policy during the Cold War, the particular role of the NSF
within the federal science system, and longstanding debates and the nature and value of the social
sciences. Doing so will illuminate the importance of this episode in bringing to the fore fundamental,
long-standing, and enduring science policy challenges regarding what type of science is worth funding
and how funding decisions should be made.
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Intergenerational Solidarity, Rivalry and Rupture in Social Science:
The Merton-Mills Relationship
Lawrence T. Nichols, West Virginia University
Building on earlier work concerning successive generations in social science (Nichols 1996, 2019),
the paper examines the relationship between two of the best- known U.S. sociologists of the twentieth
century, namely, Robert K. Merton (1910-2003) and C. Wright Mills (1916-1962). The discussion will
also consider more briefly the relationship between Mills and mathematician-sociologist Paul F.
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Lazarsfeld (1901-1976). Materials for the analysis are drawn from the Merton Papers in Butler Library,
Columbia University and from relevant secondary literature. The analysis focuses mainly on the period
from 1939 to about 1959.
The professional literature sometimes portrays Merton and Mills as opposites, even opponents.
Merton is defined as mainstream, a leading figure in functional analysis and, later, a structuralist.
Merton’s major work, Social Theory and Social Structure (1949; 1968) deals with such issues as deviant
adaptations, unanticipated consequences of rational action and bureaucracy. Mills, best remembered for
his book, The Power Elite (1956) and the concept of “the sociological imagination,” appears as a prophet
or rebel who also wrote of the Cuban revolution and the possible causes of a third world war. There is
some truth in such assertions, but they miss the complexity and nuance that are evident in the archival
materials, especially the degree to which Mills saw Merton as a model, and the extent to which Merton
promoted Mills’s career.
The sciences, both natural and social, require at least a minimum of solidarity between successive
generations in order to survive and flourish. Older/earlier generations train and socialize newer entrants,
and this generally involves positive bonds and relationships of apprenticeship and mentoring.
Subsequently, they often do much to advance their juniors, especially by vouching for their competence
and potential in letters of recommendation for initial appointments, as well as for grants, promotions,
special fellowships, visiting appointments and professional honors (Merton and Riley 1980). In some
cases, members of older/earlier generations sponsor the careers of proteges by repeatedly exerting
influence on their behalf.
But younger/later generations eventually supplant older/earlier ones, and so there is also an inherent
aspect of rivalry as rising scientists gain more and more professional rewards and power, while sometimes
also attacking the ideas and methods of their elders. In some cases, there can be open ruptures, at least
between some representatives of successive generations, perhaps especially at times of disciplinary
fragmentation (Turner and Turner 1990; Horowitz 1994; Turner 2006) or broader “paradigm shifts”
(Kuhn 1962). These dynamics of displacement can result in feelings of betrayal among members of
older/earlier generations, as well as a sense of devaluation within an institution or a field to which they
had dedicated their lives.
Merton and Mills were six years apart in chronological age, and can so be considered one generation,
or perhaps a half-generation apart in science. Each completed the doctorate at age 26 at a relatively
prominent university, Merton at Harvard and Mills at Wisconsin. Each also gained recognition as a
promising young scholar on the basis of early works, especially journal articles, that proved influential.
Thus, Merton’s analysis of “unanticipated consequences of purposive action” (1936) and of “social
structure and anomie” (1938b) remain widely cited to this day (Nichols 2016). The same is true of
Mills’s article on “situated actions and vocabularies of motive” (1940). Merton (1938a) also gained
distinction by doing much to create the special field of the sociology of science, based on dissertation
research into the development of science in England. Subsequent to earning the doctorate, each worked
briefly at a less prestigious university—Merton at Tulane, and Mills at Maryland—before attaining
professorial appointments at Columbia, one of the most prestigious universities in the U.S.
Mills (1939b) initiated the correspondence by sending Merton an offprint of a recently published
article on “language, logic and culture” (Mills 1939a) that elicited a thoughtful three-page response
(Merton 1940). Mills, then 23 years of age and engaged in doctoral studies, treated Merton with
deference, and Merton, then an associate professor at Tulane, began to assume the role of mentor.
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Praising the article as “one of the most stimulating discussions in this field,” Merton (1940) told his junior
correspondent that, “I shall be intensely interested in your further work along these lines.” Merton was
deeply committed to what he called the “ethos of science,” and also deeply committed to building up
sociology as a science. Mills’s article very likely seemed to Merton to be in accord with this “ethos” and
with these commitments, and he might have assumed that Mills aspired to an academic career comparable
to the type that he himself was pursuing. Mills sought to apply the approach of George Herbert Mead,
and this, along with his subsequent dissertation on pragmatism (published in 1964) located him, at the
time of this initial contact, within the mainstream of U.S. sociology. Not long thereafter, Merton wrote
to the chair of sociology at Maryland, whom he had known at Harvard, and thereby helped Mills gain an
appointment at the rank of associate professor.
In 1946, the relationship began to become more equal, as Mills—with Merton’s enthusiastic support-joined him at Columbia. Merton also helped Mills obtain an appointment at the Bureau of Applied
Social Research that was affiliated with the university. Merton, however, still enjoyed a higher status as a
member of the graduate school, while Mills was in the men’s undergraduate unit, Columbia College.
Meanwhile, Mills had begun writing for non-sociological outlets such as labor journals and also for more
popular outlets, especially intellectual periodicals, and these would facilitate his further ascent. He also
gained recognition in sociology as coeditor of a 1946 volume of essays by the famous German sociologist
Max Weber, which were translated by his collaborator and former teacher at Wisconsin, Hans Gerth. In
1948 Mills (with BASR research assistance) brought out The New Men of Power: America’s Labor
Leaders, the first expression of a decade-long research project on stratification. Two years later, Mills
was the first of three authors of the study, Puerto Rican Journey: New York’s Newest Migrants (Mills,
Senior & Goldsen 1950) that also drew on BASR resources. Meanwhile, Mills began to give numerous
public talks, both at universities and in a variety of other settings that involved travel away from New
York.
Shortly thereafter, an event took place that foreshadowed later developments. Mills parted company
with Paul Lazarsfeld and with the BASR that Lazarsfeld directed, where Mills had worked from 1946 to
1952. The break occurred when Mills informed Lazarsfeld that he could not complete the final report of
a research project (“the Decatur study,” on patterns of interpersonal influence) that he had been directing
for several years. This refusal led to Mills being fired by Lazarsfeld. The experience alienated Mills
against the type of statistically-driven, grant-funded and client-centered research that the BASR produced,
often on behalf of the U.S. government (especially the military sector) and private corporations.
As he settled into Columbia, Mills let it be known that he was not interested in directing the research
of graduate students—a stance arguably at odds with the science-building approach that Merton followed.
Indeed, Mill’s avoidance of the work of developing new generations of specialists in sociology can be
seen as a move toward disengaging from the discipline, or at least as a sign of less than total commitment
to an identity as a professional sociologist.
In 1949, Merton’s major work, Social Theory and Social Structure, appeared and Mills (1949)
offered congratulations. More than this, Mills chided himself, as the book made him realize “how very
far I’d wandered from really serious work in our discipline.” This continuing desire to do “serious work”
in “our discipline” suggests that Mills still looked to Merton as a model at that point. Others felt
similarly. There was reportedly widespread sentiment within sociology that STSS, and especially its
analysis of “manifest and latent functions”—which appeared two years before Talcott Parsons’s Social
System treatise--raised Merton to the first rank of U.S. theorists.
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In 1952, Mills gained further recognition, not only within sociology but also across academic fields
and among the general public, with the publication of the widely reviewed book, White Collar: The
American Middle Classes—the second major expression of his research on stratification. Although the
work benefited from BASR research support, it was, more than any previous book, Mills’s own product.
At this point, it seems fair to say, the thirty-six-year-old Mills had become the better known intellectual,
who began to have more opportunities outside of academic sociology and, thus, had less need for a
grounding in the field. Mills, however, still looked to Merton for occasional counsel and other types of
assistance. For instance, he sought consolation from Merton (Mills 1952a) in the wake of a harsh review
of White Collar. Shortly thereafter, Merton supported Mills’s application for promotion to full professor,
and in 1954 he wrote a letter of recommendation for Mills’s application for a summer grant to write a
book on “the elite.” Meanwhile, Mills’s ascent continued with the publication of Character and Social
Structure (1954), coauthored with his Wisconsin mentor, Hans Gerth.
In 1955, Merton’s career reached a peak as he was elected president of the American Sociological
Society. His presidential address would focus on “priorities in scientific discovery” (Merton 1957). A
year later, in 1956, Mills brought out what would become his most famous work, The Power Elite—the
final volume in the trilogy on stratification. Although Merton remained the larger figure within the world
of professional sociology--partly because the graduate students he had nurtured began to rise to places of
prominence--Mills, at age 40, was now clearly a star on a much larger stage. He was a public intellectual
and a leading member of what would become known as the New Left. Although an outwardly collegial
relationship remained, their statuses had changed dramatically from those of 1939, and their
correspondence subsided. Younger people entering sociology began to be drawn toward the more
political and conflict-oriented work produced by Mills.
In 1959, Mills published another influential work, The Sociological Imagination, in which he
dramatically broke ranks with his field. Originally entitled, “an autopsy for sociology,” the work
attacked much of the mainstream discipline, especially in chapters on “grand theory” and “abstracted
empiricism.” Mills directed the critique of grand theory in particular against Harvard professor Talcott
Parsons, who had been Merton’s teacher and mentor and to whom Merton was deeply devoted. Indeed,
Mills ridiculed Parsons for his difficult manner of expression, and he belittled Parsons’s major work, The
Social System. Meanwhile, the critique of abstracted empiricism explicitly targeted Lazarsfeld, Merton’s
closest personal friend and frequent collaborator, not only in published research but also at the BASR
where Merton shared administrative duties (Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954). Even though Mills refrained
from attacking Merton directly, Sociological Imagination led to a rupture in their relationship, while it
also finalized the earlier rupture with Lazarsfeld. In brief, it condemned both “Harvard-style” and
“Columbia-style” sociology, while extolling Mills’s own preferred approach of combining biography and
history via “intellectual craftsmanship.”
It seems clear that Merton felt betrayed by Mills, whom he had done much to advance from the late
1930s to the mid-1950s, and he gave vent to this feeling in a lengthy rebuttal and counter-critique. In this
still unpublished essay, Merton characterized The Sociological Imagination as a “vitriolic attack” and as
“self-chosen exile from the main life of the discipline.”
Mills’s disengagement from professional sociology, his “self-chosen exile,” however, led to a new
and final peak of popularity and international acclaim. Shortly before the appearance of The Sociological
Imagination, Mills had published a short volume, The Causes of World War Three, which attracted
widespread commentary. Then, a year after Imagination, Mills brought out Listen, Yankee! Why Cuba
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Matters. This book, in which Mills speaks in the imagined voice of a Cuban revolutionary, sold some
four hundred thousand copies, thus far surpassing the scope and influence of anything Merton had written
for non-academic audiences. At about the same time, Mills published an extensive “letter to the New
Left” that appeared initially in England and was subsequently reprinted in the U.S., and later led
(following his death) to an iconic status within the early days of that movement. This was especially true
in the U.S., as reflected by the 1962 “Port Huron Statement” that launched Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS). Even though Mills had mostly disengaged from sociology, many began to view his later
works as models for what sociology should become. Mills, the rebel, became Mills, the visionary and
inspiration for new generations of sociologists. This continues to the present day.
Following Mills’s death, Merton (1994) remained committed to building sociology as a science, and
he continued to publish in the special field of the sociology of science. He continued to mentor graduate
students at Columbia, one of whom, Harriet Zuckerman, became his second wife, as well as many others,
around the U.S. and internationally, through an extensive correspondence. Interestingly, in some later
works in this field (1968, 1995) he incorporated a Mills-like focus on stratification, inequality and
cumulative advantage that he termed “the Matthew Effect.” There was even a posthumous publication,
three years after Merton’s death, on semantics and the sociology of science (Merton and Barber 2006).
From an historical perspective it is also noteworthy that there was a “déjà vu” aspect in the MertonMills-Lazarsfeld relationship, for it was reminiscent of earlier tensions in the Columbia department in the
1930s and the 1940s. At that time, Robert M. MacIver, a prominent, European-trained sociologist and
political scientist, who had extolled the ideal of Community (1917), served as chair of the unit. Robert
Lynd who, with his wife Helen Merrell Lynd, had published the influential community studies
Middletown (1929) and Middletown in Transition (1937), challenged MacIver’s approach. Writing from
a leftist perspective that somewhat anticipated that of Mills, Robert Lynd (1939) raised the question,
Knowledge for What? The Place of Social Science in American Culture. Merton, as a new member of the
department in 1941, found himself in the middle of the tension (Crothers 2020), as he would, a decade
later, when Mills split with Lazarsfeld.
The rupture between Mills and Merton, as well as that between Mills and Lazarsfeld, can also be
seen as indications of what Alvin Gouldner (1970) called “the coming crisis of western sociology,” as the
“disobedient generation” of the 1960s (Turner and Sica 2005) began its rise and a shift took place from
functional analysis, exchange theory and symbolic interaction toward a conflict orientation. In successive
decades, the conflict perspective would appear in neo-Marxist, feminist, post-structuralist, critical race
theory, queer theory, postcolonial and other forms. Consequently, the field has become increasingly
bifurcated between work grounded in the traditional “ethos of science” that Merton and Lazarsfeld
championed and highly politicized work of “advocacy” and “liberation” that resonates with Mills’s Power
Elite and Listen, Yankee! For the past two decades, the themes of most sociological conferences in the
U.S. (both regional and national), as well as the presidential addresses at those events, have
overwhelmingly focused on “inequality,” “engagement,” and “resistance.” In response, Jonathan Turner
(2019) has suggested that, as a means of managing this opposition, sociology should split itself into two
coexisting wings, based on the relative primacy of science or of politics. The Merton-Mills-Lazarsfeld
relationship is therefore doubly instructive, as both mid-century history and as a parable for our own
times.
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Edward Shils and Cold War Communication Research:
The MIT Indian Intellectuals Project, 1953–1961
Jefferson Pooley, Muhlenberg College
Edward Shils was not a communication researcher—not if he could help it. But he could not help
himself, not when wartime urgencies made for commissions and grants. Applied communication research,
for the American sociologist, was a diversion or a means to a more legitimate end, like the study of
deference, or tradition, or social order. Despite his indifference, he made surprisingly substantial
contributions to communication research in the post-World War II years. He helped to draft the U.S.
field’s remembered history—the enduring story that interwar belief in powerful media had given way to a
more measured postwar finding of “limited effects.” He also furnished the tropes that gave that story
much of its appeal: the idea of “mass society theory” and the claim for a revival of small-group research.
His papers on the Wehrmacht’s resistance to Allied propaganda (1948), and on the coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II (1953), are classics of communication analysis. And yet his mind was on other things, even
when communication was his ostensible topic.
Based on extensive archival research, this paper reconstructs one of Shils ’less-known contributions
to the field: his 1950s work on Indian intellectuals. His reports, based on an extended visit to the
subcontinent and dozens of interviews with its intellectuals, were published as standalone essays and in
the slim 1961 book The Intellectual Between Tradition and Modernity: The Indian Situation. Shils framed
the works as distinterested scholarship, animated by the biggest themes—like the intellectual’s proper
place in society. There was no mention, not in the book or the essays, of the study’s original purpose nor
the context of its sponsorship.
So it is not well-known that Shils ’work on Indian intellectuals was applied Cold War
communication research. In fact the India project was one of three initial studies sponsored by MIT’s new
Research Program on International Communications, established in 1953 with Ford Foundation funds.
The Research Program was housed in MIT’s Center for International Studies (CIS), founded the previous
year with secret CIA funding. The MIT operation was a prominent forward position in the US
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government’s mobilization of social scientists in the early Cold War. Shils himself was a veteran of the
CIA’s World War II predecessor, the Office of Strategic Services, and was involved in other clandestine
CIA initiatives at the time, most notably the Congress for Cultural Freedom.
The “international communications” label in the MIT Program’s title, as the Cold War intensified in
the late 1940s, had taken hold as a euphemism for propaganda research aimed at the new Soviet and
Chinese enemies. The other, more frank term was “psychological warfare.” By the early 1950s—when
Shils ’study got underway—many leading American sociologists, political scientists, and social
psychologists were working on similar projects. Most of them, Shils included, had experience in the
federal government’s sprawling World War II propaganda bureaucracy. After the late-1940s cascade of
Cold War crises—Czechoslovakia, the Berlin blockade, the Soviet H-bomb, and China—these social
scientists were, in effect, remobilized. To a remarkable extent, the new national security state enlisted that
same roster of World War II scholars to take up the Cold War fight.
For communication research, the remobilization was decisive: World War II, after all, had only just
midwifed the field. In the first few postwar years, communication researchers briefly turned to domestic
questions, centered on media effects. But the Cold War yoked them back to a wartime footing, all at once.
In Shils ’case, that meant another, half-welcome stint as a communication researcher.
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Session #6B
Symposium: Making Sense of Child Migration Schemes:
The Canadian Home Child Movement (1869-1939)
Between 1869 and 1939, over 100,000 children and young people (aged between 5-14 to start with,
and largely aged 14-16 years old from 1909) were sent to Canada from the British Isles, as part of the
child emigration movement. Motivated by social and economic forces, child migrants were viewed as a
convenient source of cheap labour on Canada's farms. Eugenics also played a role here, and one of the
earlier motives of the schemes had been to maintain the racial unity of the British Empire (Grier, 2002;
Lynch, 2016). Moreover, certain groups of children were excluded from the migration schemes, such as
children with ‘mental deficiencies’, ‘physical handicaps’ and/or suffering from ‘retardation’ (SimsSchouten et al., 2019; Sims-Schouten, 2021; Sohasky, 2015). By focusing on child migration schemes
and related practices in different international contexts (UK, Canada), our research provides insight into
the evolution and development of the role of migration in childcare provision across Britain and imperial
contexts. Although philanthropic agencies generally acknowledged that family-type care was favoured
over institutional care, thousands of child migrants were placed in institutions both across Canada, and
Australia following the decline of Canadian emigration schemes (Moss et al., 2017). The current session
puts issues of child welfare and migration in a wider historical and international context. By critically
reassessing and reflecting on the ideals and realities of a system of ‘care’ implemented for vulnerable
children of major British child migration schemes, we aim to add to current understandings of their place
within wider international histories of child migration, empire, settlement and identity. This includes a
critical reflection of the varied experiences of child migrants (e.g. loneliness, trauma, abuse and longing
for family members and friends), as well as the ideals and rationales of emigration schemes, which were
presented as moral programmes to rescue children facing poverty or danger. What is needed is a more
nuanced understanding of the experiences of individual children.
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The current session/roundtable will revolve around a total of three talks. The first talk focuses on
emigration in practice and provides insight into the voices of parents and children from the UK in contrast
to the professionals, prior to emigration to the Canada, drawing on data from the Waifs and Strays Society
archives, a philanthropic organization that started its existence in London in 1881. Despite accounts to the
contrary (from various philanthropic institutions of the time), in reality, many children were removed
without their parents’ consent. The second talk draws attention to correspondence (from young people,
philanthropic institutions and receiving homes) about emigration to Canada before and after the event.
This particular talk provides insight into the influence of the ‘deserving/undeserving’ paradigm in
decisions around child safeguarding and support prior to and after emigration to Canada. The third talk
draws attention to the rise of eugenics, particularly on the prairies, and the eventual disappointment of
Canadians with child immigrants to Canada in the twentieth century.
Who decides? Narratives of emigration decisions for children committed to state care in England
and Wales in the latter decades of the nineteenth-century.
Dr Annie Skinner, Oxford Brooked University, UK
This paper focuses on how the practice of child emigration in England and Wales, from 1882 – 1899,
impacted on children committed to state care and their families. Legislation introduced to rescue children
from the mid nineteenth-century eventually enabled, and brought about direct action by surveillance of
the family home, mostly in working-class families, with the power to remove children to state care in
industrial schools until the age of 16.
Along with other philanthropic and state child care institutions, The Waifs and Strays Society,
(WSS), a key provider of industrial schools in England and Wales, participated in child emigration
programmes. The strong philosophical beliefs that children should be trained not to repeat parental
behavior, alongside the view that moving away from dysfunctional, dangerous and destructive families
would give a fresh start, underpinned the WSS motives for child emigration. Legal restraints for
committed children ensured that they could not be emigrated without permission from the Secretary of
State. Examination of the case notes of children committed to WSS care, explore how this emigration
policy was put into practice demonstrating conflicts of interest between parent, child and agencies, against
a backdrop of state encouraged child emigration policy.
“A Troublesome Girl is Pushed through” - Making sense of Child Migration Schemes
Dr Wendy Sims-Schouten, University of Portsmouth, UK
Between 1883 and 1939 the Waifs and Strays Society, a Church of England philanthropic institution,
sent approximately 3,500 children (boys and guys) to receiving homes in Canada from its residential
children's homes in England and Wales. At the same time, between 1884-1915, the Fegan Homes in
England sent 3,200 boys to Canada. This paper draws on casefiles consisting of correspondence from the
Waifs and Strays Society (currently known as the Children’s Society) and Fegan Homes, as well as
custodians, educators, medical officers, church reverends, practitioners linked to Children’s Homes,
asylums and industrial schools, and parents and children/young people, before and after emigration to
Canada (accessed through the Waifs and Strays Society archives in London and Library and Archives
Canada, in Ottawa). Through analysing case files and related correspondence of children sent to Canada
via the Waifs and Strays Society and Fegan Homes between 1883-1939, I aim to shed a light on the
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complex interplay between morality, biological determinism and resilience in decisions around which
children should be included/excluded. I argue that it is the complex interplay and nuance between the
moral/immoral, desirable/undesirable, degenerate and capable/incapable child that guided practice with
vulnerable children in the late 1800s, a legacy that can still be seen in safeguarding and mental health
support decisions today. Findings highlight how children were frequently framed as inadequate and
troublesome (e.g. through the stereotypes of juvenile delinquency and mental deficiency), and positioned
within a lower social class/hierarchy, stigmatising them as less important than other children (Hopkins
and Hill, 2010; Sims-Schouten et al., 2019). As an example, the Waifs and Strays emigration archives
held at the Library and Archives Ottawa make reference to “a troublesome girl [being] pushed through”
and demand for her to be returned to England – here the ‘trouble’ appears to be related to bed-wetting.
“We need more of our own blood”
Home Children as Conduits for Maintaining an Empire or Building a Nation?
Professor Henderikus Stam, University of Calgary
From 1869 to 1930 approximately 80,000 young immigrants came to Canada under a forced program
of resettlement by so-called “child rescue agencies” in the UK. The vast majority was placed on farms or
in domestic servitude and many suffered a range of abuses while their labor was exploited. Canadians
were ambivalent about these new arrivals, sometimes supportive because they matched the Canadian
elites’ concerns about having white immigrants from the British Isles while on the other hand they
worried about the presence of criminality and feeblemindedness among these new arrivals. While seen as
both an extension of British ideals of empire while helping to grow the young dominion of Canada, many
Canadians worried that the defects of the British working class would prevent these children from
developing into appropriate contributors to the nation. I tie these developments to the rise of eugenics,
particularly on the prairies, and the eventual disappointment of Canadians with immigrants to Canada in
the twentieth century, which nonetheless did not alter the belief that the most important newcomers to
Canada would be those from the British Isles.
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Session #7A
Video Tour and Panel Discussion: Touring the Psychology’s Feminist Voices
Multimedia Digital Archive: Please Don’t Ask “Where are the Women?”
Tour Guides and Panelists:
Alexandra Rutherford1, Tal Davidson1, Meghan George2, Vera Luckgei3, 1Zoë Martin, Susannah
Mulvale1, Elissa Rodkey4, Nora Ruck3, Kelli Vaughn-Johnson1, Jacy Young5, & Lucy Xie6
1
York University, 2Northwestern University, 3Sigmund Freud University, 4Crandall University,
5
Quest University, 6University of Florida
In 2010, we launched the Psychology’s Feminist Voices (PFV) Multimedia Digital Archive of the
past and presence of women and feminism in psychology. Then, as now, the Archive’s primary objective
is to serve as an accessible, extensive, original, and enduring scholarly resource hub for 1) the history of
women in psychology, and 2) the relationships among feminism, gender, and psychology, particularly as
narrated in oral history interviews with self-identified feminist psychologists. Building on ten years of
research, development, knowledge dissemination, and user engagement, we launched a redeveloped and
redesigned site in 2020. In the first part of this session we would like to give Cheiron participants a video
tour of the new site. Our video tour, produced for the meeting, will highlight new features and resources
and narrate some of the backstory of the development of the project.
The PFV Archive now houses over 320 original profiles of women in psychology’s past and
contemporary feminist psychologists, over 100 oral history interviews, an extensive timeline of the
history of women of color in American psychology, an original documentary on the history of feminist
psychology in the United States, a 7-video series on gender-based analysis, teaching guides and
assignments for history of psychology and psychology of women, bibliographies, digital exhibits, a blog
series, and photo galleries. The site has hosted an estimated one million “unique” visitors since August,
2010. The project has over 6100 Facebook followers and over 3800 Twitter followers. Our YouTube
channel houses hundreds of videos and playlists, and has over 1000 subscribers and over 100,000 views.
And yet…
It seems clear that the sheer availability of information about women and gender in the history of
psychology – not only on our site, but in the scholarship of generations of feminist historians (see
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https://feministvoices.com/teaching/bibliographies), other digital resources, and in the teaching literature
(e.g., Ball et al., 2013; Vaughn-Johnson & Rutherford, 2019; Young, Rodkey, & Rutherford, 2015;) has
not itself fundamentally transformed how the history of psychology is presented in classrooms and
textbooks (see Cramblet Alvarez et al., 2020). The dominant narrative continues to be largely
androcentric (see also George et al., 2020), focusing on the contributions and concerns of white European
and European-descent men, with an occasional white woman or more rarely, woman or man of color,
added in. This despite Janis Bohan’s 30-year-old articulation of the promise of social constructionism to
help re-place women in history by exposing the politics of knowledge that have governed psychology and
history, and the gendering of both disciplines (see Rutherford, 2015; 2020). Surely, Bohan optimistically
proclaimed, if gender, history, and psychology have been constructed in ways that have excluded women,
they can also be reconstructed to include them.
In our ensuing panel discussion we explore the obstacles to and possibilities for such a
reconstruction. We take as our starting point the assumption that most teachers and textbook writers now
see the value of disrupting this dominant narrative, are eager to do so, and are even aware of the panoply
of resources to consult. Asking “Where are the women?” is no longer productive or sufficient. Instead, we
look ahead to the next ten years to see how we might deploy intersectional (Rutherford & Davidson,
2019), decolonizing (e.g., Pillay, 2007; Schmidt, 2019) and desire-based (Tuck, 2009) frameworks to
create brand new narratives for the teachers, students, and textbook writers of the future.
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Session #7B
Dreaming and Consciousness
The Metaphor of the “Threshold” of Consciousness in Frederic Myers’ Theory of the
Subliminal Self
Robert Kugelmann, University of Dallas
“a flimsy threshold that separates us from the
unconscious” (Jung, 1960, p. 81)

Since the early twentieth century, a “psychology without a soul” has flourished, especially in
Anglo-American psychology (see Angell, 1913). There have been, nevertheless, dissenting
voices. Some dissenters kept the soul alive through their positing an openness of the mind to
spiritual or supernatural experiences. In his conclusion to The Varieties of Religious Experience,
William James (1903) proposed: “as an hypothesis, that whatever it may be on its farther side,
the ‘more’ with which in religious experience we feel connected is on its hither side the
subconscious continuation of our conscious life” (p. 512, italics in original). In footnotes to this
section of the text, James referred to the work of Frederic H. W. Myers (1843-1901) on this
“transmarginal field” (p. 511), which Myers called the subliminal self (but see Taves, 2003). For
James, the subconscious self was “a well-accredited psychological entity,” and he claimed that it
indicated, “there is actually and literally more life in our total soul than we are at any time aware
of” (p. 511). While James was not taking a metaphysical stance about the nature of the soul in
this statement, notions such as the subconscious were, for some, a means to keep matters of the
soul relevant in a “psychology without a soul.” Reed (1997) called Myers and James “soulpsychologists” (p. 120).
Myers preferred the term “subliminal” to “subconscious” because the latter term assumed
that what was conscious was superior, more developed, than what was not conscious (Turner,
1974; Taves, 1999, p. 247). For Myers, the subliminal gave the human personality a
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transcendent dimension (Kelly, 2007). One of the founders of the Society for Psychical
Research, Myers (1892, 1903) explored the evidence for the soul’s immortality, drawing on
psychological, psychiatric, and psychical research. Myers (1903) postulated that the soul
“exercises an imperfect and fluctuating control over the organism; and exercises that control …
along two main channels, only partly coincident—that of ordinary consciousness, adapted to the
maintenance and guidance of earth-life; and that of subliminal consciousness, adapted to the
maintenance of our larger spiritual life during our confinement in the flesh” (p. 74). Below the
threshold of consciousness exists “a profounder faculty, … from which the consciousness and
the faculty of earth-life are mere selections, and which reasserts itself in its plentitude after the
liberating change of death” (Myers, 1903, p. 12).
Myers drew on the metaphor of the “limen” or “the metaphor of the ‘threshold’ of
consciousness” (Bruner & Feldman, 1990, p. 232; Crabtree, 2003; Robinson, 2010; Kim, 2014)
to explain automatisms such as automatic writing, dissociated selves, hallucinations, genius, and
telepathy, all of which emanate from the subliminal. Myers thus followed a line of thinking from
Leibniz, for whom “mind is not to be equated with consciousness” (Danziger, 1980, p. 242).
After Leibniz, Herbart, and Fechner (Ellenberger, 1970; Gauld, 1992) had used the metaphor of
threshold. Myers (1903) extended Fechner’s usage:
The word subliminal, meaning “beneath that threshold,” has already been used to define those
sensations which are too feeble to be individually recognised. I propose to extend the meaning of
the term, so as to make it cover all that takes place beneath the ordinary threshold, or say, if
preferred, outside the ordinary margin of consciousness; not only those faint stimulations whose
very faintness keeps them submerged, but much else which psychology as yet scarcely
recognises; sensations, thoughts, emotions, which may be strong, definite, and independent, but
which, by the original constitution of our being, seldom emerge into that supraliminal current of
consciousness which we habitually identify with ourselves. (p. 14, italics in original)
Not only are there subliminal feelings and thoughts; there is sufficient continuity of memory below
the threshold that “I find it permissible and convenient to speak of … a subliminal Self” (p. 14, n. 1). We
(the self of supraliminal consciousness) only learn of the subliminal by what crosses the threshold. For
Myers, those upwellings from the subliminal were manifestations of the soul (Cerullo, 1982). Thus,
Myers kept the category of the soul in psychology by conceiving of it making its existence known—that
is, empirically—by upsurges across the threshold. Myers (1903, p. 22), as did others, held that
psychology could not investigate the soul introspectively. Attunement to thresholds, however, connected
the unknown soul with the knowable consciousness.
Given the importance of the threshold for Myers and those who found his concept of the subliminal
valuable—William James, Theodor Flournoy, the Emmanuel Movement leaders Elwood Worcester and
Samuel McComb, and C. G. Jung, for example—this presentation will address: (1) What are thresholds?
To answer this question, we turn to phenomenological accounts, especially those dealing with architecture
(Bachelard, 1964; Bourdieu, 1977, 1990; Jager, 1996; Norberg-Schulz, 1971; Perrot, 1990; Wheelwright,
1953); (2) trace the history of the metaphor of the threshold from Herbart (briefly) to Fechner and then to
Myers; (3) present images of the threshold from Myers’ work, to highlight the difference between
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architectural thresholds and those in psychological accounts (particularly the rotation of the threshold
from the horizontal plane to the vertical); (4) examine what practices or activities the metaphor facilitated;
(5) and survey evaluations of Myers’ theory by psychologists at the time (e.g., Janet, 1924, p. 273).
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Knowledge’s Navel: A Nocturnal History of Human Sciences
Michael Roelli, University of Lausanne
Did the dream, this intimate and uncertain experience, play a role in the development of the theories
on which contemporary human sciences have been based? In other words, is there a spot where our
knowledge of man reaches down into the night—into the fiction and oblivion of dream? Jacqueline
Carroy (2012) has shown how “learned nights” contributed, throughout the 19th century, to the
development of physiology and the emergence of psychology; how dreams were “put into science” by
“dreaming scientists” who raised the private to the rank of general, thanks to a diurnal authority robust
enough to give their own nocturnal productions the status of facts; how, finally, this first “science of
dreams” transformed the dream, which is only accessible through its translation—always imbued with the
translator’s daytime beliefs and ideas—into words, into a narrative. But has this exchange between
science and dreams continued into the 20th and 21st centuries? According to the historian (Carroy, 2019),
the tradition of these “dreaming scientists” has been lost as psychoanalysis imposed itself, obliterating
any other onirology—i.e. theory of dream—and reinforcing the “wall of privacy” (Breton, 1932) that the
physician Moreau de la Sarthe, the philosopher Antoine Charma and the erudite Alfred Maury had broken
through.
Yes, psychoanalysis has been a true “dream revolution” (Ripa, 1988), but it has not turned scholars
away from dreams; on the contrary, it has encouraged thinkers from doctrinal and disciplinary horizons
far removed from physiology and psychology to collect their own dreams for not only introspective but
also speculative purposes. The link between dream and sexuality has not been without consequences,
however. The “dream books” (Shamdasani, 1999), in which the pioneers of modern onirology claimed
their best personal specimens in support of their naturalistic theories of dreaming, broadly disappeared in
the twentieth century. When they were recorded, the dreams were usually archived and kept in strictest
confidence; when they were disclosed, they were only divulged—with only a few exceptions—after the
death of their author. The tradition of the “dreaming scientists” has therefore not been lost; it has been
transformed. On the one hand, the experimental practice of dream observation gave way to the
interpretation of dreams, which established itself as a new technology of the self (Forrester, 2006); on the
other hand, the scholars’ dream accounts ceased to circulate and became insular.
The discovery of archives recently published or open to consultation has enabled us to identify
several “dreaming scientists” representing the main branches (psychology, sociology, anthropology,
physiology, philosophy, history) and the main schools of thought (Marxism, Freudism, structuralism,
existentialism) of the human sciences of the past century. This mass of documentation brings together a
wide variety of texts: notes, letters, journals, conference scripts, autobiographies and, above all, dream
accounts. If history and textual genetics have made most of these objects familiar, the latter remain a
curiosity, the analysis of which requires particular attention to their form. Recapturing dream-like
experiences is a “challenge” (Gollut, 1993) and requires a certain literary concern. How can an experience realised in a modified state of consciousness be conveyed? How can we bear witness to what the
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other person we are in our dreams has experienced? As we can see, this reflection on writing hides an
epistemological problem, that of the incongruity between the dreamer and the subject of the dream, which
places the dream account somewhere halfway between literature and science: as a rule, the grammar of the
dream expresses a logic of the dream (Roelli, 2018). Approaching history of human sciences from its
nocturnal side necessitates, in sum, a singular angle, both stylistic and epistemological.
The aim of our PhD project, launched last September, will be to compare these scholars’ onirologies, which have governed the writing of their dream accounts and which have sometimes been clarified
in their daytime work, with the theories that have ensured them a central place in the diurnal history of
human sciences. Did our knowledge, which is meant to be objective and universal, draw on solitary
bedroom meditations, on therapeutic consulting room confessions? How did the dreamlike imagination of
the “dreaming scientists” of the century of world wars, colonial empires, Fordism, culture industry, and
psychoanalysis pervade and shade their view of their life, their society, and their time?
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Session #8: The Elizabeth Scarborough Lecture
"(Un)Naturalizing the Convulsionnaires in Eighteenth-Century French
Theology, Medicine, and Philosophy: Competing Narratives"
Anne Vila, Pickard-Bascom Professor of French at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison
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Naturalism, defined as the "quality of something produced by a natural cause" (Dictionnaire
de l'Académie Française, 1798) was a key term in the fierce polemics that opposed the Jansenist
Convulsionaries of eighteenth-century France to their many and varied detractors. What
triggered that dispute was the strange episode that began in 1727, when, in the midst of the
religous quarrel raging over the Unigenitus Bull (promulgated in 1713), zealous adepts of
Jansenism gathered in crowds in the Parisian cemetery of Saint-Médard to pray and seek miracle
cures by the tomb of the late deacon François de Pâris. In 1731, they also began convulsing and
"figuring" symbolic enactments God's anger over Unigenitus and other efforts to suppress their
particular form of Christianity. Those practices continued after the cemetery was closed in
January 1732, becoming increasingly bizarre and brutal behind closed doors: some
convulsionaries took to requesting bone-breaking secours (relief) to stop their spasms, and others
subjected themselves to ritual but very real crucifixions. For believers in the cult of Pâris, all of
this was supernatural, miraculous: the adepts receiving such treatments were, they argued,
divinely invulnerable, impervious to pain, fire, or wounds that would normally be fatal.
It was Dr. Philippe Hecquet (himself a Jansenist) who popularized the term "naturalism" in
Le naturalisme des convulsions dans les maladies de l’épidémie convulsionnaire (1733), where
he undertook to show that there was "nothing except natural causes" in the convulsions and cures
attributed to the Convulsionaries. Hecquet was, however, far from the only critic who used this
idea to counter the Convulsionaries' claims that they were the vessels of lessons being sent by
God to announce an imminent upheaval. Theologians (including anti-secourist Jansenists) also
refuted the Convulsionaries by insisting upon natural causes in the body and mind--and upon
previous moments in human history when similar "epidemics" of faith-driven convulsive
behavior had occurred. So, too, did philosophes like Voltaire and Denis Diderot, who returned
persistently to the problem of the Convulsionaries over the course of their careers. All three sorts
of opponents combined "naturalism" with a theatricalizing critique that imputed fraud to certain
convulsionaries--particularly those who'd attracted the most popular attention. Keenly aware of
all of those critiques, pro-Convulsionary apologists turned the term "naturalist" into a pejorative
which they used to depict their adversaries as hard-hearted and blind to God's fearsome truths.
As I will argue in this lecture, the idea of "the naturalism of the convulsions" passed through
several intellectual networks, providing support for causal explanations proffered by many
theorists concerned about the convulsionary movement. By studying the sorts of causality
proposed by authors in three particular fields--theology, medicine, and philosophical literature--I
aim to uncover both the polemical and the theoretical stakes of their efforts to demystify the
baffling phenomena displayed by the Convulsionaries. I will focus on two phenomena in
particular: the moral contagion said to affect certain spectators at Saint-Médard assemblies
during the early phase of the movement (1727-1732); and the imperviousness to pain and bodily
harm that later Convulsionaries claimed to possess while undergoing violent mortifications
(1730s to 1760s). Among the questions I will explore raise are these: who claimed--or was
given--the authority to interpret the phenomena associated with the Convulsionary movement?
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To what degree did notions of gender and class shape the sort of "naturalizing" versus
"divinizing" explanations applied to the cases of particular Convulsionaries? Finally, what sorts
of texts were used to circulate those explanations?
The last of those questions is crucial for understanding what Kélina Gotman has called the
Convulsionaries' distinct archival drag, a process through which later theorists created an
imagined relationship between the Convulsionaries and phenomena they sought to explain in
their own day (Choreomania: Dance and Disorder, 2018). I will thus conclude my talk by
sketching how--and in what form--selected episodes of this movement were retold at various
points in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Here, I will giving particular attention to the role
that certain textual practices (like historical and medical popularization, fictionalization, and the
reedition of 18th-century works) played in keeping the convulsionaries in the spotlight in certain
fields, long after they were no longer active as a religious movement.

Session #9A
New Histories of Race and Racism in Psychology
Examining the Naming Crisis of Porteus Hall:
A Hawaiian Case Study of Race and Racism in Psychology
Ian J. Davidson, Concordia University of Edmonton (CUE)
Recently across North America there have been many controversies over the memorialization of
persons who have contributed to legacies of racism. Among university buildings now mired in such
controversy are those named after psychologists and statisticians who contributed to eugenicist causes and
ideology: From campus buildings named after Francis Galton and Karl Pearson in London, to a campus
building named after Edward Thorndike at Columbia University, to Lewis Terman Hall at Stanford
University (e.g., Bailey & Rueckert, 2020; Luke & Heynen, 2019; McKie, 2019; Wang, 2016). While
philosophers, legal scholars, and even geographers have begun to analyze the complex consequences of
memorialization practices and de-naming/re-naming activism (Abrahams, 2020; Brahinsky, 2020;
Brasher et al., 2017), this paper contributes to the historiography on this topic as it pertains to the naming
crisis of Porteus Hall at the University of Hawaii.
Stanley David Porteus (1883 – 1972), an Australian-born educator-turned-psychologist who
proceeded Henry Goddard at the Vineland Training School in New Jersey, spent most of his career as an
institutionally and locally important figure in Honolulu, Hawaii (Porteus, 1969). Long interested in race
differences in intelligence and personality, Porteus is best remembered for creating his Maze Test for
intelligence or the ability to plan (e.g., Porteus, 1919). Much of the posthumous controversy over Porteus
orbited an early monograph, Temperament and Race (Porteus & Babcock, 1926). Though Porteus’
interests were often purportedly in the effects of environment on peoples, and he would ostensibly adjust
the focus from race rankings to race differences, his work strongly aligned with contemporary American
and British scientific racism (Richards, 1997, pp. 95–102). Additionally, Porteus actively contributed to
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the post-WWII revival attempt at a scientifically legitimate “reform eugenics,” such as serving as on the
editorial board of the extreme-right journal Mankind Quarterly (see also Winston, 1998).
Shortly after his death in 1972, the University of Hawaii’s administration decided to name their
social sciences building in Porteus’ honour without consultation with the campus- or wider-community.
Resistance from community members—including students and professors—resulted in a brief scandal in
the 1970s that did not cause a name change of the building. In the 1990s the controversy of Porteus Hall
rekindled—this time resulting in an even wider variety of community voices weighing in on the ultimate
decision to remove Porteus’ name from the university building (such as Stannard, 1999). Porteus’ longheld position of power certainly reflects the broader legacy of settler-sanctioned race science in the
violently annexed USA territory, and later fiftieth state, of Hawaii.
Many recent histories of Hawaii have offered alternative versions of the islands’ entry into USA
statehood (Arvin, 2019; Saranillio, 2018; Smith, 2019). These accounts portray a settler-logic of colonial
expansion that hinged not only on Hawaii as a profitable territory to claim, but a logic that also portrayed
Hawaii as both a racial paradise and a racial laboratory (Manganaro, 2012; Pierce, 2005). During the
interwar years, the settler-established university system, in concert with funding from powerful industry
leaders such as local sugar plantation owners and the Rockefeller Foundation, hired various social
scientists to study the ethnic communities of Hawaii. Although much of this work, such as that of
sociologists Romanzo Adams and Robert Parks, emphasized the unique racial harmony and social
integration of ethnicities (e.g., Indigenous Hawaiians, Asian settlers, and White settlers—though such
racialized categories and labels are inherently flawed and unstable), Porteus’ work was much more
focused on quantifying and ranking the intellectual and moral qualities of biologically and immutably
distinct races (e.g., Porteus et al., 1930). Nevertheless, all social scientific perspectives approached
Hawaii and its peoples as a “natural laboratory” of race relations that either presumed white settler
supremacy or an eventual assimilation of othered groups into the norm of American whiteness.
Using archival evidence from the University of Hawaii at Manoa, as well as the University of
Akron, this paper further details and reframes the naming crisis of Porteus Hall. Through the analysis of
administrative documentation and correspondence, local and student newspapers, and private
correspondence, a basic timeline of decades-spanning events is offered. Additionally, the voices of
faculty, students, administrators, wider-community members, and politicians are woven into this
historical narrative to better understand long-running controversy surrounding the naming of a campus
building. In voicing their dissent or support of honouring the local scientist-celebrity Stanley Porteus,
members from across the community engage in topics that are still being debated academically and
publicly today. While supporters such as departmental colleagues like Raymond Cattell and Ron Johnson,
or family members such as daughter-in-law and sugar plantation heir Elizabeth Dole Porteus, would
frame events in terms of academic freedom and political correctness, other community members would
eventually focus on the emblematic injustices of honouring Porteus. The lively discourse around the
naming crisis offers varied perspectives on race, racism, human science, and the relationship communities
can and should have with their public institutions.
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Networking Race in the History Psychology, and Beyond
Christopher D. Green1, Andrew S. Winston2, Ingo Feinerer3, Nathaniel Tang1, & Jessica Ferrier1
1
York University, 2University of Guelph, 3University of Applied Sciences Wiener Neustadt
Racism has permeated American society for the past 400 years. From slavery to the KKK to Jim
Crow, to modern incarceration disparities and voter suppression laws, there has never been a time when
race was not a fundamental dividing line in the population of the United States. This extends well beyond
politics and law enforcement, to nearly every sizeable institution in the nation, including its academic
disciplines. African Americans have never had equal access to education, from the elementary level to the
doctoral, nor did those lucky few who made it through higher education have equal access to the full
range of professional academic positions, such as professorships.
The discipline of psychology has been no exception to this sad generalization. There were extremely
few African-American psychologists prior to the 1960s (though see Guthrie, 1998). Starting in the early
1900s, but with much ebb and flow, a substantial body of literature was directed toward demonstrating
not just the inferiority of African-Americans to “white” Americans — in intelligence, in character, in
overall human potential — but indeed their inherent, congenital, irremediable inferiority. Much has been
written about this history (e.g. Guthrie, 1998; Richards, 2012, Tucker 1998, Winston, 2020), although not
in a systematic way that enables one to take in the full “landscape” of the psychological and related
literature on race.
In this research project we sought to survey the whole of the psychological literature from 1900 until
1959 on this topic in order to determine its breadth and character. We did this by searching journal article
titles listed in PsycInfo for the terms “negro,” “race,“ and “racial.” We considered including “colored” as
well, but we found that this term returned mostly reports of vision research (e.g., the stimuli were colored
red, blue and green) and, when it did return articles on “race,” the research was typically of South African
origin, where “colored” had a different meaning than in the US, viz., usually referring to multiracial
individuals.
The search returned 2218 articles, of which we were able to locate digital editions of 1154 (52%).
Naturally, there were many more articles in more recent decades than there were in the earliest decades of
the search. The distribution was as follows:

1900-19

1920s

1930s

1940s

1950s

84

204

254

298

314

(The first category corresponds to 20 years, instead of a single decade, due to the comparatively
small number of articles published in that era. This is important to the stability of the networks, discussed
below.) The journal with the highest number of articles overall (178) was the Journal of Negro Education,
which was founded in 1932 by the education professor and Dean of the Graduate School of Howard
University, Charles Henry Thompson. Other journals frequently represented in the database included
Journal of Social Psychology, Journal of Abnormal (and Social) Psychology, Journal of Applied
Psychology, Psychological Bulletin, American Journal of Sociology, and American Sociological Review.
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Our aim was to create a set of networks, composed of all of the articles in the database corresponding
to a single chronological block (e.g., a decade), laid out such that those articles that shared the most
substantive vocabulary would cluster together in one portion of the network, while those employing a
different vocabularies clustered together in another location. To achieve this, first we computed what
digital humanists call “cosine similarities” on all of the substantive words that appeared in every possible
pair of articles within each chronological block. (A standard list of “stopwords” — a, an, the, for, to, etc.
— was removed from the articles prior to processing.) The “cosine similarity” is equivalent to a Pearson
correlation coefficient on a dichotomous variable that represents the sheer presence or absence of a
particular word in a particular article. The resulting matrices of cosine similarities were then used to
generate five networks in which the nodes represented particular articles and the length of the edge or
links represented the strength of the correlation between the two articles linked together. (We used the R
package “tm” to calculate the cosine similarities, and the network software Gephi to generate the
networks.) The five networks represented 1900-1919, 1920-1929, 1930-1939, 1940-1949, and 1950–
1959. These networks will be presented and discussed in detail during the conference presentation.
Although we had no formal predictions about what the networks would reveal, we had a general
expectation that the literature would be dominated by studies purporting to show the inherent inferiority
of African-Americans, especially in the earlier decades, but that this body of literature would narrow
somewhat in the interwar period, and perhaps become more isolated from the rest of the discipline in the
later decades. What we found was, in fact, quite different. Although a substantial body of literature was
dedicated to the promotion of racist conclusions, far more of the literature than we expected was directed
toward denying the inherent inferiority of African-Americans, often being aimed at demonstrating that
whatever inferiority there might be was the result of the impoverished socio-economic conditions under
which African-Americans were forced to live.
It is important to bear in mind here that PsychInfo covers a much wider range of academic literature
than would normally be regarded as “psychological.” Consequently, there was a great deal of
sociological, anthropological, educational, medical, biological, and even “high-brow” popular literature
included in our database. In general the sociological and anthropological literature leaned more toward
the socio-economic interpretation of African-American inferiority, while the medical/biological literature
tended to lean in the other direction. Psychology, properly speaking, was typically divided between these
two extremes. We will discuss these findings in the context of the “retreat of scientific racism” in the
1930s (Barkan, 1992), the repeated revival of scientific racism in psychology (e.g. Winston, 2020) and the
invaluable close reading of the race psychology literature by Richards (2012).
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Session #9B
History of Psychology in Latin America

Indigenization of Psychological Concepts—Social Control and Social Counter-Control: From
James G. Holland to Celso Pereira de Sá
1
Roberta Garcia Alves , Rodrigo Lopes Miranda1, & Lucas Ferraz Córdova2
1
Universidade Católica Dom Bosco, Brazil, 2Federal de Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil
Recently, the history of psychology has focused on the mechanisms of indigenization of
psychological theories and objects, particularly on how they travelled from their place of invention and
how they have changed according to local demands of reception (Pickren, 2009). This paper presents
notes of our ongoing research that aim to describe and analyze the indigenization of two psychological
concepts: social control and social counter-control. These two concepts relate to behavior analysis
travelled from the US to Brazil between the 1970s and 1980s (Sá, 1979), a time of struggle for Brazilian
democracy.
We selected two authors to illustrate the circulation of those concepts from the US and their
appropriation in Brazil: James G. Holland, and Celso Pereira de Sá. The former was mentored by B. F.
Skinner, and together they published The Behavior Analysis, in 1969. Later on, Holland published a series
of articles dealing with political themes from a behavior-analytic perspective (e.g., Holland, 1974, 1978)
in which social control and social counter-control appeared as strategies for implementing social
transformation, and as tools for understanding social and political struggles involving the US, such as the
Cold War, Cuba embargo, and Vietnam War. For his part, Sá was a Brazilian psychologist contemporary
to South-American intellectuals, such as Ignácio Martin-Baró, Paulo Freire, and Sílvia Lane. Like them,
Sá’s interests lay in Latin American political and social debates and in using social control and social
counter-control to comprehend Brazilian political, economic, and social aspects of that period.
Our preliminary analysis suggests that Sá not only had contact with Holland's political manuscripts,
but was influenced by them. First, Holland's texts were frequently mentioned in Sá’s Master’s thesis and
PhD dissertation (Sá, 1978; 1985). Secondly, he proposed Holland’s social control and social countercontrol as tools for practical uses in the Brazilian reality, in his Cartilha de contracontrole social (Sá,
1986). Here, he proposed the use of behavior-analytic technologies in order to promote popular education.
Based on these technologies, people could become “autonomous,” to deal with social and political
problems. This perspective seems close to that of Holland (1974) in his text ¿Servirán los princípios
conductuales a los revolucionarios?, namely, that behavior analysis should be popularized as a
technology for resistance or social revolution.
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However, we must highlight that the Brazilian context seems to us radically different from the one in
which Holland proposed those two concepts. Between 1964 and 1985, Brazil was ruled by military
dictatorship with strong political and ideological repression. At the same time, the country was entering
an economic crisis after years of developmentalism and, as a result, social problems, particularly
illiteracy, worsened. Hence, the invention of social control and social counter-control by Holland seems
more theoretical, as well as functioning as a prescriptive proposal for behavior analysts themselves.
Meanwhile, in the Brazilian case, these concepts might acquire practicality as a possible popular strategy
for solving social problems.
Further analysis will consider Brazilian contextual aspects of the circulation and reception of both
social control and social counter-control. Additionally, other primary sources must be analyzed, as
Holland's texts appear in both Sa's manuscripts and proposals and in his syllabus. Even considering that
our results are partial, they point out lesser-studied aspects of the history of Brazilian social psychology
and behavior analysis. Our primary sources linked to the indigenization of such concepts suggest that
there was an approximation between such fields and not just quarrels, as other studies show us. Thus,
these results help us to better understand the history of Brazilian psychology while contributing to
observation of the contact zones of the time between Brazil and the USA.
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Whose History of Psychology? Historiographical Remarks about
History of Psychology in Latin-America
Luciano Nicolás García, Universidad de Buenos Aires – Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones
Cientificas y Técnicas, Argentina
This presentation proposes a series of historiographical arguments for making Latin American
History of Psychology relevant to contexts beyond North-Atlantic academia. The growth of the specialty
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in Latin American poses the question on how and why this literature could be considered, included, or
appropriated in USA and European Research.
This paper discusses recent attempts by North American and European Scholars to widen the scope
of historical research in order to examine how the discipline developed in other parts of the world. These
attempts, though welcomed, fall short in their analysis due to their inadequate frameworks to tackle the
historical and political aspects of the so-called Third world. Thus, this presentation proposes some
perspectives towards the study of knowledge circulation, considering the possibilities – and limitations –
of postcolonial, decolonial and transnational frameworks, in order to show the aforementioned
shortcomings of current literature in history of psychology, both North-Atlantic and Latin American.
More specifically, the ideas of indigenization, internationalism and polycentric history proposed by Kurt
Danziger and Adrian Brock, among others, are examined. Postcolonial, decolonial and transnational
frameworks, not only allow for histories not based in canonical figures or encompassing theories, but also
question the methodological and epistemic assumptions made by national and disciplinary identities of
theories and researchers, as well as the power dynamics involved in the production and diffusion of
knowledge at a global scale.
Besides those frameworks, this presentation will discuss the productivity of the distinction between
“centers” and “peripheries” to analyze the circulation of knowledge from its power dynamics. This
distinction is not new in Latin American literature and has been criticized by scholars, both Spanish
speaking and other, so several modifications need be considered in order to make this distinction useful,
particularly to incorporate nuances and indications made by Latin American intellectuals. More
specifically, the “centers” and “peripheries” distinction allows for the analysis of global academic
hierarchies, and so it can be productive to practical aspects of historical research, as long as the terms of
that distinction do not become identities or fixed positions. “Centers” and “peripheries” are defined not by
world politics or macroeconomy, but rather by the ability to settle a research agenda, define legitimation
criteria, and mediation between contexts. The latter aspect is particularly important to consider how the
appropriation, selection and diffusion of literature is part of the privileges of the “Centers” and defines the
possibilities of inclusion of “peripheries” in a wider scenario and how “peripheries” dialogue among
them.
What is at stake is how circuits are built, how interlocution is established and what it means to local
processes to be part of wider historical narratives. The second part of the presentation is focused on the
difficulties to consider Latin America as a homogeneous space or adequate region to frame the histories
of psychologies in the subcontinent, a problem for both for Latin American historians and from other
contexts. There are two main obstacles in this region’s literature on psychology: first, the idea that there is
an international standard for psychological sciences that necessarily must be met and that has to be done
with an original and distinctive current that shows local specificities; second, the regular assumption of
considering psychology from the standpoint of national borders and universal knowledge.
This paper advances the idea that cities and circuits are more adequate units of analysis, rather than
the usual countries or disciplinary boundaries. In practical terms, what would define Latin American
History of Psychology is not geographical proximity, but a series of shared problems, to which
psychologists of different places tried to solve.
Five of this kind of problems are considered: first the issue of native population in America and its
conflict with nation building and modernization of the region; second, the migration processes, forced or
spontaneous, both to Latin America and within the sub-continent, which heavily changed social
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conformation and the research agenda and circulation of scholars; third, the politization of psychology
during the mid-20th Century, both in the progressive and conservative tendences; fourth, the way North
American and European psychological research was replicated in Latin America, and how differences in
results were considered locally and internationally; fifth, how Christianism in Latin American culture
impacted in the assumptions and practices of Latin American psychologists. Finally, such framework of
knowledge circulation is proposed as an alternative to avoid teleological, historiographical and political
assumptions, to renew research practices and organization, to productively consider the communications
between “peripheral” regions, and to reconsider the agenda of the region’s history of psychology.
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Looking Back From the Experience: Oral Histories of the Psychologization
Process in Bogota, Colombia
Hernán Camilo Pulido Martínez, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Bogotá & Bruno Andres
Jaraba Barros, Pontificia Universidad Bolivariana
The history of psychology in Latin America has grown extensively. Based on developments of the
new history of psychology, social studies of science, cultural studies and postcolonial theory researchers
have examined local histories of psychological knowledge. The operations through which psychology has
gained a place in various social settings affecting the daily life of many populations has not received the
same interest. The scarce research in this regard perhaps is related, on the one hand, to the difficulties of
collecting empirical evidence of this psychologization process. On the other hand, the little interest of
researchers for the study of the way in which psychology becomes disseminated is linked to a lack of
concern for the particular process of replication, adaptation, emulation and hybridization. By collecting
and analyzing oral histories of psychological practices in Bogota, Colombia, this paper considers a
particular history from the perspective of psychology practitioners. The participants are psychologists
who graduate between 1967 and 1977 from the second school of psychology founded in the country. This
is a way of looking at the past of psychology and the process of psychologization that is not part of the
official memory of the profession, neither of the historical archives of the institutions, nor it is part of the
publications recognized by the scientific community.
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Session #10A
The Development and Dissemination of Anthropology
Anthropology on the Airwaves: Presenting ‘primitive societies’ on the BBC in the 1950s
Katherine Ambler, King’s College London
Anthropologists have played an important role in providing academic, ‘scientific’ knowledge about
other cultures to the public – as well as offering new ways to think about the public’s own culture. While
the role of US anthropologists as public intellectuals or cultural brokers has been widely considered, for
example in the work of Peter Mandler3 and John Gilkeson4 – this role of anthropologists in Britain has
been much less explored. Yet, in the 1950s, the BBC regularly invited social anthropologists to contribute
to its radio programming, broadcasting series including ‘The Values of Primitive Society’ and ‘Custom
and Conflict: Studies in African Anthropology’. In 20-30-minute talks broadcast on the BBC Third
Programme, prominent British social anthropologists including Edward Evans-Pritchard, Max Gluckman,
Edmund Leach and Raymond Firth challenged listeners to reflect on their assumptions about the
differences – and similarities – between ‘modern’ and ‘primitive’ society. These talks proved popular,
with many reproduced in the BBC’s magazine The Listener or even published as books.
Histories of British social anthropology often highlight its colonial connections, with a focus on the
first half of the 20th century, ending with the Second World War.5 This paper will consider the role of
anthropologists as public intellectuals in 1950s Britain – a time when, in some respects, the British
Empire was still strong, while in others it was under attack. Indeed, this paper suggests that the 1950s was
a critical period for the discipline as it sought to establish itself securely within British academia and
intellectual culture in the face of a number of challenges – from the increasing popularity of sociology, to
the restrictions on access to funding and field sites in the colonies, to the growing power of US cultural
anthropology. The public presentation of anthropology in this period was therefore critical in presenting
the discipline as it wished to be seen – relevant to the modern world, capable of offering insight on a
range of topics, and providing unique and important perspectives on politically important topics.
Moreover, anthropologists also played a crucial role in shaping British audiences’ ideas about the lives,
beliefs and culture of the people in its colonies at a time when the future independence of these countries
was a subject of great debate.
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This paper will, therefore, use the BBC talks of a range of British social anthropologists to make a
broader argument about how anthropology was shaped by the dynamics of late empire. It will consider
how anthropologists actively used these broadcast opportunities to demonstrate the value of their
discipline and the kind of expertise only it could provide. In particular, it will highlight the Concurrents
that speakers drew between the ‘primitive’ and the ‘modern’ in order to destabilise listeners’ perceptions
of the boundaries between the two. Finally, it will consider the role played by anthropologists in
mediating ideas about British society and social change in this period by examining how these talks were
received by the public.
____________________
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The Turn of Boasian Anthropology to the Individual and Psychology/Psychiatry Following The
Mind of Primitive Man (1911): Three Vignettes
Sam Parkovnick, Dawson College
Discussion of Uploaded Paper
The Mind of Primitive Man (1911) presented Boasian anthropology. Among other things, it criticized
evolutionary theories of culture and the reduction of culture to race. The problem was that Boas was good
at criticism but not at presenting a metatheory for cultural anthropology (cf., Murray, 2013), something
his students were well aware of (cf., Lowie, 1912).
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To compensate, Boas’ students set out to do so. An oft-cited result was an outpouring of textbooks
by the first generation of Boas’ students in the early 1920s (cf., Gilkeson, 2010). The textbooks were
intended for students of anthropology, those in the other human sciences, and the general public (cf.,
Lowie, 1920). Examples included Primitive Man (1920) by Robert H. Lowie, Early Civilization (1922)
by Alexander Goldenweiser, and Anthropology (1923) by A. L. Kroeber.
Boas’ students addressed two fundamental metatheoretical issues: the nature, definition, and
explanation of culture and the question of the individual and the social. Addressing the former began with
Edward Sapir’s attempt to depict and evaluate cultures in “Culture, Genuine and Spurious” (1924) and
Alexander Goldenweiser’s depiction of cultures in broad brush strokes in Early Civilization (1922); it
culminated in the interwar years with Ruth Benedict’s Patterns of Culture (1934/1959).
The latter involved a widespread debate among Boasians regarding the question of the individual and
the social set off by A. L. Kroeber in “Eighteen Professions” (1915), though the response would largely
be to “The Superorganic” (1917). It also involved a turn to psychology/psychiatry by Kroeber,
Goldenweiser, and Sapir.
This paper will, through three vignettes, address the latter metatheoretical issue, the turn to the
individual and psychology/psychiatry. In doing so, it will bracket the former, the nature, definition, and
explanation of culture, except where the two converge, as in Ruth Benedict’s Patterns of Culture
(1934/1959).
The first vignette will begin with the debate in the late teens in the pages of the American
Anthropologist in which Kroeber (1917), Goldenweiser (1917), and Sapir (1917) laid out their views on
the question of the individual and the social, both as a metaphysical question and as defining cultural
anthropology, whether as distinct from or aligned with other academic disciplines. Kroeber insisted that
culture is superorganic and that cultural anthropology be defined in terms of and restricted to the study of
culture. Goldenweiser and Sapir held to the importance of the individual in understanding and explaining
culture.
The received account (Golub, 2013a; 2013b) has the debate occurring among Kroeber,
Goldenweiser, and Sapir in the late teens in the pages of the American Anthropologist, but it involved
much more than that. It spread beyond the pages of the American Anthropologist, included other Boasians
at the time and later, preoccupied Goldenweiser and Sapir over the years trying to present a
comprehensive response to Kroeber, was intimately tied to a turn to psychology/psychiatry by Kroeber,
Goldenweiser, and Sapir, and had significant reverberations in sociology. For example, Kroeber’s turn to
psychology was for personal reasons, separate from his cultural anthropology (cf., T. Kroeber, 1970;
Burnham, 2012), while that of Goldenweiser and Sapir was intimately tied to their cultural anthropology.
Kroeber turned to Freud, Sapir to Freud and Jung, and Goldenweiser to Otto Rank and Karen Horney.
The second vignette will show how Margaret Mead’s Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive
Societies (1935) both followed from and was a response to Ruth Benedict’s Patterns of Culture
(1934/1959), though in a way different from Lois W. Banner (2003). Sex and Temperament in Three
Primitive Societies addressed what we today call gender stereotypes and was metatheoretically grounded
in Patterns of Culture. However, there is another story regarding Sex and Temperament in Three
Primitive Societies, that of the squares, which only emerged in Mead’s autobiographical Blackberry
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Winter in 1972. It was much more metatheoretically grounded in Carl Jung’s Psychological Types (1923),
applying a schematization of personality types to both individuals and cultures, with which Benedict did
or would have disagreed with for a number of reasons.
The third vignette will further flesh out Edward Sapir’s attempt to both criticize and reformulate the
human sciences building on the work of Richard Handler (cf., Handler, 1986) and Stephen O. Murray (cf.,
Murray, 2013). It will then begin to untangle the complicated intellectual relationships among Sapir,
Benedict, and Mead. Simply, Sapir had a profound influence on Benedict, both following from and in
response to and disagreeing with Sapir; for example, her treatment of cultures as individuals in Patterns
of Culture (1934/1959) follows from Sapir. Sapir also influenced Mead, both through Benedict and
directly; for example, her interest in Jung derives from Sapir.
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The Batesons, father William and son Gregory, and Samuel Butler
Gerald Sullivan, Collin College
On January 4, 1943, Gregory Bateson (1904-1980) wrote a letter to Louis Finklestein (1895-1991),
one of the two editors with Lyman Bryson of Science, Philosophy and Religion: Second Symposium. In
this letter, Bateson made reference to a short portion of Samuel Butler’s Notebooks. This paper will
examine the relations between Butler’s commentaries on memory as embodied skill and heredity as
memory and the interests of Bateson and his father, William Bateson (hereafter WB in accordance with
family usage).
By early 1943, the younger Bateson had been back in New York after a three stint of fieldwork in
Bali and New Guinea between 1936 and 1939. He and his wife, Margaret Mead (1901-1978_, had
become involved with what became known as the cybernetics group, learning the concept of feedback
from Warren McCulloch (1898-1969). Bateson and Mead had also completed work on Balinese
Character (1942), an early exploration of the notion of culture as embodied, hence a variety of learned
skill. With his work on deutero-learning, or learning how to learn, Bateson was not only considering
learning to be an essential subject for anthropology but also developing a notion he later attributed to
Butler that much of what we learn settled down within us becoming unconscious habit, but neither
suppressed nor repressed (cf. Butler [1878]1910; [1880]1910). Bateson had also begun working on a
study of German film, notably a popular film entitled Hitlerjunge Quex, in an effort to make better sense
of what about Nazism appealed to so many Germans.
The snippet from Butler’s (1917:11) notebooks reads: “Life is superstition. But superstitions are not
without their value. The snail’s shell is a superstition, slugs have no shells and thrive just as well. But a
snail without a shell would not be a slug unless it had also the slug’s indifference to a shell.”
In his mention of Butler, Bateson moved quickly from the evolutionary correctness of both the snail
and the slug to a discussion of British and American policemen, the later being armed while the latter is
not. Being members of a single species, the marked differences between the British and American
policemen were attributable to the superstitions (in Butler’s sense) they had learned and then, as habit,
come to embody.
Butler (1835-1902) is now largely obscure (but see Wiley 1960, Paradis 2007, Cock and Forsdyke
2008). Born into the family of an English minister, Butler had moved to New Zealand as a young man.
While working on a sheep station some distance from town in the South Island, Butler had become not
only acquainted with but an enthusiastic exponent of Charles Darwin’s ([1858]n.d.) notion of natural
selection. But before too long, following a number of written meditations which eventually became a key
part of Butler’s ([1872]1927) novel Erewhon, he began a criticism of Darwin based largely around the
absence of not only any fully or even marginally notion of inheritance but also of mind. After having
nearly completed his first book-length treatment of Darwin (see Butler [1878]1910), Butler found and
translated Evald Herring’s Inaugural lecture to the Imperial Royal Academy of Sciences in Vienna: Das
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Gedächtniss als allegemeine Funktion der organisirter Substance (Memory as a Universal Function of
Organized Matter). With this translation, if not before, Butler moved from an idea of memory as skill to
biological inheritance as a form of memory.
WB (1861-1926; see 1909:88 n.1), a Professor of Biology at St. Johns College, Cambridge, an early
proponent of Mendel and coiner of the term “genetics,” called Butler “the most brilliant, and by far the
most interesting of Darwin’s opponents.” The father introduced the son to Butler’s work at an early age.
Neither Bateson followed Butler into an embrace of Lamarckian notions of acquired characteristics.
In the son’s last completed work, Mind and Nature (1979) Butler’s notion of memory dually conceived
eventuated in a conception of two great, formally similar stochastic process: learning and evolution.
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Session #10B
Thematic Symposia: Doing History at the Archives of the History of
American Psychology
Lizette R. Barton & Cathy L. Faye
Nicholas and Dorothy Cummings Center for the History of Psychology at the University of Akron
The Cummings Center for the History of Psychology preserves and provides access to a vast
collection of primary source documents, media, and artifacts that reflect the history of psychology and
related human sciences. These collections provide a wealth of material for scholarship, teaching, and
learning. At the Center, we have begun digital curation of these collections, creating virtual exhibits,
events, and educational projects that facilitate global, virtual use of primary source materials from the
history of psychology.
One of our central goals is to make these materials readily available and useful for teaching and
learning. Archives facilitate students’ understanding of a specified subject matter and help students to
“think like historians.” Use of these documents in teaching encourages students to develop new research
skills and to understand the importance of the social and historical context surrounding texts and artifacts.
Furthermore, the use of archival materials in history of psychology coursework encourages an
“uncoverage” model of teaching history, rather than a “coverage” model (Sipress & Voelker, 2009). In a
coverage model, students are required to take in content, memorize it, and then reproduce it in some way.
In an uncoverage model, students are more likely to be found doing history, working with raw historical
data, learning the assumptions of historical work, and seeing how historical stories are created from these
materials. Depending on the course one is teaching and the sophistication of the students, archival
materials can also be used to teach about the power and politics of the archives and the “layers of
subjectivity” that they represent (Cutrara, 2019). One group of scholars has aptly described archival
materials as “more than mere survivors of the past; they are truly portals to new ways of learning and
thinking” (Mitchell, Seiden, & Taraba, 2012, p. ix).
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While most instructors see the benefits of incorporating archival material into their teaching, they are
often unsure of how to do this. In this presentation, we will focus on “ready-made” educational projects
that promote archival literacy, teach historical methods, and deliver historical content. These “learning
modules” will be easily accessible to instructors via the CCHP website. The modules cover people,
concepts, and fields of study in the history of psychology through a variety of activities using archival
materials. All components include a teacher’s guide, scanned archival documents and digitized audiovisual materials, and student answer sheets as PDF fillable forms.
To illustrate the use of these projects for teaching, we will share one complete module, going
through each project and their archival components as well as intended learning outcomes. The module is
titled, “Social Psychology: The Robbers Cave,” and includes projects intended for high school
psychology students and university undergraduates.
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Session #11A
Applying Psychological Terminology: Conflict and Controversy
Crowd Psychology and the Finnish Civil War in 1918
Petteri Pietikäinen, University of Oulu, Finland
In late 1917, following the Russian Revolution, Finland gained independence, but only a few months
later, the young nation experienced a short but brutal civil war. The civil war was in many ways a ‘class
war’ in the sense that the socialist Red guards fought against the anti-Socialist White troops – and lost.
The war left an open wound in the nation’s collective mindset and created an atmosphere of mutual
distrust between the supporters of the Whites and the Reds.
Right after the war, the first treatises discussing the insurgents (the Reds) in crowd psychological
terms were published. Between 1918 and the early 1920s, several Finnish authors used Gustave Le Bon’s
and other crowd psychologists’ ideas of suggestion, mental epidemics, and the dangers of socialism in
their interpretations of the aborted revolution. While the emergence and international dissemination of
crowd psychology has been studied, this presentation focuses on the application of crowd psychological
ideas in a particular historical setting, that of a Northern European country after a civil war. I will argue
that the use of crowd psychology in the years following the Civil War was an attempt to articulate in
objective, scientific language an emotional and moral reaction to the shock of seeing a nation violently
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divided and tearing itself apart. Intrinsic to Finnish interpretations of crowd psychology were the
increasing antagonism between socialists and anti-socialists, the influence of Bolshevism on the worker’s
movement, the importance attributed to the “racial” qualities of the people, and the impact of the Civil
War on the educated classes – all issues that are easy to relate to wider European and global contexts.
This presentation lends support to the thesis that crowd psychology was an influential intellectual
construction that had great heuristic value among contemporaries from the late nineteenth century to
World War II.
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Conflicts over sexual compulsion in 1980s New York
James Walkup, Rutgers University
In the early 1980s, as recognition grew that newly identified AIDS was somehow sexually
transmitted, the NYC gay press featured a dispute between psychologists over the use of language such as
‘sex addiction’ (SA) or sexual ‘compulsivity’ (SC) to describe the fast lane sexual practices associated
with urban gay male culture that flourished in the years following the 1972 removal of homosexuality
from psychiatry’s diagnostic manual. The dispute in question grew out of attacks on psychologist
Michael Quadland, a clinician in the Human Sexuality Program at Mt. Sinai, and later head of the group
program at Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC). While he is not as widely known as other GMHC figures,
but was a sought-after, if controversial, commentator on SC.
In this paper, I draw on documentary and oral history data from the GMHC archive at the NY Public
Library to clarify, and provide context for the dispute. Some factors were personal, such as the shift in
the pattern of Quadland’s clinical referrals from therapies to “enhance” sexual experience to treatment of
men who wanted to “get control” of sexual desires, and the application of a community-oriented safer-sex
mindset to the epidemic, reflecting his prior training in public health. Others contexts came from in-
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house politics at GMHC, and still others reflected factional disputes in the gay community over how to
respond to AIDS.
Quadland took issue with public charges that his SC notions were homophobic or a thinly disguised
revanchist effort by psychiatry to relabel as pathological a valued aspect of gay men’s culture of the
1970s. He stressed that his patients defined their urges as out of control and wanted to control them. He
espoused a model that framed SC with loss of freedom, and stressed that being able to make one’s own
choices about sex was often a hard-won developmental achievement and value for many gay men whose
desires had been silenced growing up. In public talks, and articles, he explicitly rejected the notion that
SC was a distinctive feature of gay men’s sexual desires, and typically began by stressing how prior
research focused on SC among heterosexuals. While he accepted some similarities between SA and
substance-related addictions, he preferred to avoid the term because, unlike drug use, sex was a natural
urge.
Opponents ridiculed the significance of Quadland’s willingness to apply SC to straights and
expressed outrage that a gay clinician might label other gays as “sex maniacs” (Wedin,1984,p.50). Critics
stressed the coercive and alienating implications of SC, based in moralizing societal norms. SC treatment
groups were viewed as insidious because they often appealed to people who wanted only to make
superficial changes [in behavior], not deep ones (Wedin,1984b); yet they were also condemned because
group pressure could get in a member’s head and force him “hate and fight – against himself” (Wedin,
1984, p. 36).
I review exchanges between Quadland and opponents and examine (a) how for both sides a concept
of gay men’s “sexual problems” initially largely based on sexual performance and overcoming inhibitions
changes after AIDS arrives; (b) what role environmental changes should play in conceptualizing disorders
(did non-pathological practices pathological during AIDS?) and (c) the implications of the frequent
reliance on the anti-psychiatry logic identified with the work of Thomas Szasz, (1961). Szasz’s
antagonism to diagnosing homosexuality had made him an important supporter of gay rights, his
wholesale rejection of the “myth” of psychiatric diagnosis per se viewed SC as only a particularly
offensive example of unjustified medicalization in the service of social control. One result was an
ambiguity regarding the validity of SC – was diagnosis generally valid, but SC was invalid, or, was it one
example of an invalid category? Another is the challenge posed by mapping Szasz’s reliance on a radical
concept of agency and choice onto the debate.
Time permitting, my paper will also weave in references to the 1970s growth of the sexual addiction
concept in popular cultural, driven by profits to be made, and ideological niches to be filled. This growth
is viewed as examples of “concept creep,” described by Haslam, and I consider consider affinities and
differences from the debate that then roiled the gay community.
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Session #11B
Formidable Interpretative Difficulties
Lack of Scientific Bases, Non-existent Diagnoses: Credibility Crisis in Applied Psychology –
Sensory Processing Disorder: A Case Study
Zsuzsanna Vajda, professor emeritus, Budapest, Hungary
The discourse related to the current “replication crisis” of psychological research concerns almost
exclusively academic psychology. Nevertheless, psychology exists for the public primarily in its
applications. Chris Chambers, the author of a „manifesto” about the epistemic problems of psychology
quoted to the data of an UK organisation (Research Excellence Framework, REF) which reported over
450 „case studies” in 2014 where psychology has shaped public policy and practice, including for
example the design and uptake of electric cars, strategies for minimizing exam anxiety etc. (Chambers,
2017, X. Preface). Yet it is surprising how little attention is given to the issue how much psychology’s
applications are affected by the epistemic upheaval.
Superficial observer may have the impression that the traditional gap between the academic and
applied psychology is on the way of narrowing. Psychologists – practitioners are also referring to their
statements and methods as being „evidence based” or „evidence supported”. Widely used reference to
scientific researches reassures clients that they will get a really professional service. However, it is often
the case that research supporting the existence of a suspected developmental or mental disorder does not
meet scientific standards.
In this paper I would like to show the process how a new and vague diagnostic category, the sensory
integration disorder, occurred and became widely used in child psychology. The diagnose of sensory
integration disorder (later sensory processing disorder, SPD) was created by a pediatrician, J. A. Ayres in
1972. The symptoms of SPD involved many sorts of behaviour that are typical of the vast majority of
children, such as being choosy in eating, having difficulties with falling asleep, or being disturbed by the
sound of vacuum cleaner. Over the past decades a number of criticism had been published about the SPD.
The Academy of American Pediatricians (AAP) recently stated that there is no universally accepted
framework for diagnosis and recommends caution against using any "sensory" type therapies.
Despite all this, SPD is still included in numerous parents' guidelines and is popular among
practitioners. In Hungary it became even a part of the curriculum of corrective education and psychology.
In Hungarian professional and popular textbooks there is no mention at all of doubts or criticisms about
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the issue. Parents are told that SPD can be the cause of various mental disorders, among others of learning
difficulties at school and it even can be a symptom of autism.
There case of SPD is only one from many. This situation raises a number of important questions.
Supposedly the credibility crisis is not limited to academic research and it can be even more serious in
applied psychology, especially on the fields that offer various kinds of corrective methods and are profitoriented. Would one apply the same criteria of credibility in psychological research and application or
should we find out some special ones for the practice? Another issue to be discussed is the relationship of
academic scholars with applied psychology. Now it is typical that they (both privately and as members of
scientific institutions) simply ignore the cases of applications which are not reliably supported by
scientific methods. However, there are at least two reasons why academics have to address the problem.
Firstly, therapies that are based on unfounded or non-existent diagnostic categories may cause harm to the
clients. Secondly, abuses and distortions that occur in practice has an impact on the overall perception of
psychology as well.
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The Complicated Relationship Between LSD and the Ego in 1960s Psychiatry
Andrew Jones, University of Toronto
In 1960, Arthur Chandler and Mortimer Hartman, two psychiatrists working in Beverly Hills,
considered why the new hallucinogenic drug LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide) may be useful for
psychotherapy. “The increase in the scope of awareness produced by the drug,” they stated, “includes a
sharpening in the awareness of the ego structure itself and the various ego defensive mechanisms. The
patient can literally "see" himself resisting, rationalizing, denying, isolating” (Chandler and Hartman,
1960, p. 72). It has become a common historical understanding that psychoanalytically oriented
psychiatrists in the 1950s and 1960s were interested in LSD because of its ability to impact a patient’s
ego and provide access to unconscious content. However, while many histories of LSD, both medical and
social, have pointed out this fact (Lee and Shlain, 1985; Stevens, 1987; Novak, 1997; Dyck, 2008; Oram,
2018), the existing historical literature fails to capture the complexity and diversity of claims that
psychiatrists in this period made about exactly how LSD affects the ego. This paper complicates
simplistic accounts by exploring in detail the relationship between LSD and the ego.
Drawing on scientific articles, books, and discussions in conference proceedings produced by North
American and European psychiatrists in the 1950s and 1960s, I make two claims about this relationship.
First, I point out that although psychiatrists often emphasized that LSD “disrupts,” “loosens,” or
“disintegrates” the ego’s structure and defense mechanisms, many psychiatrists also stressed that LSD has
ego-enhancing properties. That is, psychiatrists noted LSD’s ability to enhance certain ego functions and
temporarily provide patients with a more clear, detached, and objective perspective through which to view
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their everyday psychological habits (Abramson, 1955; Ball and Armstrong, 1961). For example,
Canadian pioneers of psychedelic therapy Nick Chwelos and Duncan Blewett claimed in 1959 that LSD
“permits objective self-assessment” (Chwelos and Blewett, 1959). Similarly, in France, the prominent
psychiatrist Jean Delay and his team noted that after taking psilocybin patients had a “heightened capacity
for self-analysis” (Delay et al, 1961). These attempts to uncover precisely how LSD impacts the ego led
to debates among psychiatrists over which ego mechanisms are enhanced by LSD, and which are
disturbed. Some psychiatrists even questioned whether ego enhancement takes place at all, while others
insisted that it did (Abramson, 1960; Klee, 1963).
Secondly, I show that claims about how LSD impacts the ego often combined biological and
psychodynamic language. The fact that a drug caused such drastic changes in the experience of one’s self
prompted psychiatrists to consider the biochemical underpinnings of the ego (Hoch, 1957).
Understandings of the relationship between LSD and the ego thus fit nicely into frameworks developed
by historians of psychiatry who have shown how psychoanalytical concepts were often discussed in
somatic terms in this period (Raz, 2013; Raz, 2010; Sadowski, 2006). For instance, Mical Raz has argued
that psychiatrists often used psychodynamic language to explain the effects of lobotomy and Jonathan
Sadoswki has made a similar point with regards to electroconvulsive therapy. LSD also bridged the
divided between biological and somatic therapies.
By exploring the complex relationship between LSD and the ego, this paper makes contributions in
several ways. First, it raises questions about current neuroscientific research into the therapeutic value of
psychedelic drugs. Recently, neuroscientists have attempted to revive psychoanalytical concepts, such as
the ego and the primary process, and integrate them into neuroscientific theories that account for the
psychological effects of hallucinogenic or “psychedelic” drugs (Carhart-Harris et al, 2014). Exploring the
detailed discussions from the 1950s and 1960s about the psychological impacts of LSD could therefore
provide useful and critical resources for these current scientific programs as they attempt to describe
exactly how these drugs produce therapeutically useful effects.
Second, by emphasizing that many psychiatrists saw LSD as an ‘ego-enhancing’ drug, this paper not
only contributes to the historical understanding of how psychiatrists viewed LSD’s therapeutic value, but
it also challenges stigmatized and superficial views about how these drugs impact the mind. Psychedelic
drugs are often associated with notions of perceptual or cognitive impairment. The idea that these
substances fundamentally distort aspects of the psyche emerged in the 1950s and continues to color
perceptions of the effects of these drugs. In the past, they were viewed as psychotomimetic drugs by
psychopharmacologists, as incapacitants by the military, and as harmful recreational substances
(Hartogsohn, 2020). This paper challenges common cultural assumptions about these drugs by revealing
that many professional psychiatrists in the 1950s and 1960s viewed them as cognitive enhancing agents.
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Session #12A
Using Animal Subjects: Pigeons and Rats
A New Interpretation About the Termination of Skinner’s Project Pigeon
José Eleutério da Rocha Neto & Bruno Angelo Strapasson, Department of Psychology, Federal
University of Paraná, Brazil
The Second World War (WW2) resulted in a significant effort to “mobilize science on behalf of
national defense” (Capshew, 1999, p. 152) in the USA. Although psychologists worked mainly on testing,
selection, classification, and training during the World Wars, one peculiar alternative was suggested by B.
F. Skinner on the field of missile control devices (Capshew, 1999). Skinner thought he could use his
expertise on behavior to train pigeons for guiding missiles or bombs. At first, Skinner sold the idea to
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General Mills (GM), Inc., in Minneapolis, and then to the Office of Scientific Research and Development
(OSRD), which granted GM a research contract. The project was named Pigeon and lasted from February
1st to December 31st, 1943 (Capshew, 1993). Utter reports of Project Pigeon (PP) were made by Skinner
himself (1960; 1979) and Capshew (1993). Bjork (1993) also addressed the matter. PP was an essential
event in the history of Skinner’s science of behavior; once it was during this project that he “discovered”
behavior shaping, a central behavioral technique. Nevertheless, it is an episode hardly mentioned in
military history, especially in the history of animal use in warfare.
Skinner and his team were supposed to develop a guiding system to a wing-steered glide bomb
called the “Pelican” (Skinner, 1960). A team of three strapped trained pigeons inside the bomb would
peck an image of the target at individual discs, activating a pneumatic system (servo link) that would
correct the bomb’s trajectory (Skinner, 1960). Skinner worked with the pigeons, while a team of
engineers from GM developed the servo link (Skinner, 1960; Capshew, 1993). In December 1943,
Skinner presented his results to ORSD. According to Skinner (1960) and Capshew (1993), the servo
link’s signal was found to be inadequate for steering the Pelican, and the project was discontinued.
Skinner tried to appeal, but on March 30th, 1943, PP’s support was definitely voted down (Capshew,
1993). After the war, in 1948, the idea of training pigeons for guiding missiles was resumed by a team of
psychologists from the US Naval Research Laboratory (USNRL), under the name of ORCON - an
acronym for Organic Control (USNRL, 1959). ORCON was terminated in 1953 (USNRL, 1959; Skinner,
1983).
Skinner (1960; 1979), Bjork (1993), and Capshew (1993) sustained that PP was a promising idea that
was unfairly dismissed. They credited the project’s failure to 1) the compartmentalization of information GM engineers had not had access to enough details of the Pelican steering system - which resulted in an
inadequate servomechanism; 2) ORSD scientists, physicists, and engineers, could not trust a pigeon the
task of guiding a bomb; and 3) the development of the atomic bomb eliminated the need for accurate
bombardments. However, some other evidence may provide a different view of PP, mainly concerning its
military worth.
Schultz-Figueroa (2019, p. 95) stated that Skinner produced promotional films that “were used to
dramatically depict the pigeons as reliable and controllable tools”. An assessment of the ORCON
(USNRL, 1959) data suggests that the birds’ accuracy itself may have been overestimated by Skinner.
ORCON research used an electronic system (Schultz-Figueroa, 2019; USNRL, 1959). And, unlike
PP, ORCON targeted the use of pigeons as a concept, not for a specific missile (USNRL, 1959). But,
even with the pneumatic system issue out of the table, ORCON was still unable to provide sound results,
so it was discontinued.
A report (NDRC, 1946) on PP made by the ORSD recommended that the “organic system of
control” should be examined in the future - as it was indeed done on the ORCON project. Furthermore,
pigeons had been used in warfare for thousands of years - as message carriers - and were kept in use
“through World War II and the Korean Conflict” (Lawrence, 1991, p. 148). That questions the hypothesis
of dismissal due to a mere distrust in the use of animals.
An investigation on military literature about air warfare in WW2 suggested that the advent of the
atomic bombs as an explanation for PP’s dismissal was also unlikely. In summary, “area bombings”
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(atomic bombs’ application) complemented “precision bombings” rather than replacing them as strategy
or tactics (Biddle, 1995; Haulman, 2008). Although US Army drifted away from strategic precision
bombings during the war, especially on the Pacific front (Haulman, 2008; LeMay, 1945), accuracy was
still a demand for tactical bombardments (Craven & Cate, 1983) - operations near the front that aimed for
direct hits on enemy troops (Fischer, 1998). Besides, the atomic bomb was only available after the
“Trinity” test in July 1945 (Goldwhite, 1986), while PP was terminated in December of 1943.
Together, evidence suggests the low potential for the project's military application is a more tenable
hypothesis for PP’s termination than the three motives usually mentioned by the literature. Changing the
interpretation about PP termination does not affect its importance for the history of Skinner’s behavioral
science, but it helps explain why PP received low attention from military history and those interested in
the history of animal use in warfare.
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Tails of Heritage: Questioning the Lab Rat’s Long Past but Short History
Sharman Levinson, The American University of Paris & Université d’Angers
Throughout the 20th century, key figures in American psychology have taken an interest in the
history of the “lab rat” and its breeding and commercialization for scientific purposes. Some even turned
to sources from archeology and natural history in order to write about the much earlier history of rat
migrations, prior to the arrival of the current lab rat (rattus norvegicus) in Europe and America in the
middle of the 18th century. Among these, Henry Donaldson and Curt Richter’s ‘rat histories’ seem to be
the most influential within psychology. But they were also considered as among the most important
sources of early rat history by authors in neighboring scientific disciplines (biology, genetics, etc.). This
paper takes as a starting point a common feature of these rat-history pieces written by authors who were
invested in the promotion, defense or criticism of the lab rat as science’s “animal of choice”. A shared
feature of these rat histories is their ellipsis between the 1730s when Norway rats were said to have
migrated to Europe and 1856, a year commonly (yet erroneously) referenced as being the one that saw the
publication of the « first known » experiment on albino rats. Strangely, no psychologist’s presentation of
lab rats’ ‘long past’ provides any factual explanation about how and why rats first entered laboratory
environments.
Although some authors, following Curt Richter, attempted to speculate on this gap, none seemed to
be aware of what exactly happened between their histories from very far below, practically from the
vermin’s view, and the better documented history of American psychologists’ use of rats at the turn of the
20th century. In both editions (1915 and 1924) of Donaldson’s the Rat, the section on “early history and
migrations” pretty much stops in 1730, and specifically experimental research with rats is only included
as a source of “data”, found in the book’s reference list. Curt Richter (1954) later conjectured a possible
relationship between rat-baiting “popular in France and England as early as 1800” and subsequent
experimental use of “show rats” (or their offspring) considered too weak to participate in this sport. “It is
thus very likely that these show rats that had probably been tamed by frequent handling, found their way
at one time or another into laboratories”. Richter did not seem to envisage rats’ possible selection during
the early 19th century to serve a specific purpose with reference to a specific scientific problem.
Just as important as the question of “chance” or “choice”, when it came to albino rat use for early
19th century science, the examination of psychology’s genealogical rat narratives, their historical gaps and
implicit arguments about psychology’s relationships to other scientific disciplines are in and of
themselves important from the perspective of historiography. The first part of this paper will argue that
the lab rat not only had an already well documented fundamental role in American psychology, but also it
played an under-recognized part in American psychology’s heritage-making. The second part of the paper
will question this heritage suggesting ways that specific national, disciplinary and institutional contexts
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played a significant role in shaping rationales for the laboratory use of rats in Europe before the second
half of the 19th century. As an example the paper examines the role of these animals in French science,
culture and urban hygiene during this period. The contextualization of earlier rat research in France will
help elucidate how in addition to wild rat behavior being “noticed” in infested laboratories, the archives
of Paris’ Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle provide evidence that albino rats were also bred and
selected for specific scientific purposes in this earlier part of the century. Interestingly, some of these
albino rats bred in France circulated with their scientists to Britain and played starring roles in important
scientific debates in several European countries. In conclusion, we will see how the omission of
significant events of this period from American psychologists’ rat histories can help underscore American
psychology’s use of the rat in constructing a relationship to a somewhat fuzzy European “heritage”.
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Session #12B
Psychology in Literature & Film
Teaching “Madness in America”: Literature, Film, and Historical Narrative
Ben Harris, University of New Hampshire
This paper will describe a course taught to undergraduates over the past two decades: Madness in
America. Beyond the story of one course, this is an opportunity to raise questions relevant to researchers
and teachers in the history of the human sciences. These include: how to group events in a narrative in
the history of psychology and psychiatry, and how film and literature connect with historical narrative.
The course discussed here was taught in a department of psychology to advanced undergraduates as
a topical alternative to surveys of psychological ideas and figures. It spent more time looking at the
socio-political context of therapeutic practices as it did clinical and scientific knowledge. It aimed to be a
course that could be taught in an American Studies program and it was cross-listed in Women’s Studies.
The topics covered begin with a week on moral treatment and asylum architecture and end with
psychiatry under attack in the 1970s. In my presentation I will itemize the weekly topics that take
students through the 20th century, such as “Clifford Beers and the Early Mental Hygiene Movement,” and
“Hippiephrenia and Susana Kaysen’s Feminist Protest.”
In my course’s attempt to provide a narrative rather than disconnected events in the history of
psychiatry, I had students read Alex Beam’s popular history of McLane hospital: Gracefully Insane.
Beam is a Boston Globe journalist and he tells a story in which treatments and clinicians come and go
with changing trends in psychiatry. I combined portions of that book with novels and memoirs such as
Regeneration and I Never Promised You a Rose Garden. Students also see a combination of
documentaries and commercial films including Snake Pit, Titicut Follies, and Let There Be Light. Added
to this mix are primary sources, plus articles and chapters from authors in the history of medicine and
psychology.
One problem I encountered is what alternatives there are to term papers based on original study of
primary and secondary sources. In my opinion, to ask psychology majors to write such a paper would be
equivalent to asking a history major to write a psychology research paper with no training in statistics or
research methods. Others may disagree or have techniques to allow for such assignments. An alternative
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that I used is asking students to create and describe a Museum of Madness. This imaginary structure tells
a story of the student’s choice, based on themes discovered over the semester. It is populated with
exhibits that the student creates and fills with objects described in cabinet/wall labels and narrative text
that shows off the students’ knowledge and creativity.
Another problem that I would share with my audience is what to do with important, debunked
treatments or ideas in psychiatry and clinical psychology. The lobotomy is one that will always be useful
in teaching what forces bring new treatments in and out of fashion. But what about the epidemic of
multiple personality cases in the 1970s that Debbie Nathan exposed so effectively? I taught her book
when it appeared ten years ago. But now, is it worth the effort to teach students about the case of Sybil,
only to debunki it as a cautionary tale?
A final example of this problem is David Rosenhan’s article in Science, a totemic object of the antipsychiatry movement. I always taught it in Madness in America, to get students riled up and then debunk
it with arguments by Spitzer and others. But now Susan Cahalan’s book has come out, will we want to
ask anyone to read Rosenhan just to debunk it?

i When I used the term “debunk” in my proposal I mislead at least one reviewer into thinking that debunking was my
primary goal. What I’m really up to is showing how certain stories are told by actors in the history of psychiatry because
they fit a certain ideology (e. g., environmentalist anti-psychiatry) or values of a historical era.
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“Psychology of the Individual”:
P.G. Wodehouse and the Literary Dissemination of Psychology
Elissa N. Rodkey, Crandall University & Krista L. Rodkey, Independent Scholar
"I still don't get it."
"Well, it's a matter of psychology, he said."
There was a time when a remark like that would have had me snookered. But long association with Jeeves
has developed the Wooster vocabulary considerably. Jeeves has always been a whale for the psychology
of the individual, and I now follow him like a bloodhound when he snaps it out of the bag.
"Oh, psychology?"

---Right Ho, Jeeves (1934)

Psychology looms large in P. G. Wodehouse’s famous Jeeves and Wooster stories. These comic
short stories and books are all variations on the same basic plot: amiable but none too bright young
gentleman Bertie Wooster gets into a social scrape (becoming accidentally engaged, angering one of his
formidable aunts, etc.) and his brainy “gentlemen’s personal gentleman” Jeeves uses “the psychology of
the individual” to resolve the dilemma. The frequent invocations of psychology are not limited to this plot
device. Jeeves is described in almost phrenological terms: he has a very large head that “sticks out at the
back.” Bertie attributes Jeeves’ genius to his large head and the fact he eats a great deal of fish. The
motives of various characters are described in psychological terms, as in the description of a Boy Scout
with a “kink in his psychology which made him…a menace to society”, and there is a recurring
psychiatrist character, Sir Roderick Glossip, variously described as “eminent loony doctor”, “nerve
specialist”, “brain specialist”, and “janitor to the loony bin.” Much hilarity results from
misunderstandings that convince Glossip that Bertie is insane or otherwise mentally deficient.
The Sir Roderick Glossip character was apparently inspired by Dr. Henry Crawford MacBryan, who
ran a psychiatric nursing home, Kingsdown House in Ditteridge (originally a “Mad House” founded in
1615), and who was on the Council of the Medico-Psychological Association of Great Britain and
Ireland. A historical project reconstructing P. G. Wodehouse’s exposure to psychology would be an
interesting one, but this presentation explores a different methodology for exploring Wodehouse’s
connections to the history of psychology. While it is true that Bertie Wooster is not bright, his comment
(in the quote that opens this abstract) that in the past the mention of psychology “would have had me
snookered” has less to do with his intelligence than his (fictional) historical location. The first Jeeves and
Bertie short story appeared in 1915, when psychology was still establishing its usefulness outside of
academic spaces. While Wodehouse (1881-1975) continued to write stories featuring the duo up until
1974, the stories are set in a fictional world that seems roughly located in the inter-war period (although
WWI is rarely, if ever, mentioned) which is also when the foundational short stories were written. Given
this historical context, it seems reasonable to analyze these stories through Foucult’s lens of “technologies
of the self”—novels that helped make the psychological self real and intuitive to a wide lay audience.
Other scholars have pointed out how this was a process—initially there was a tendency to regard what we
would today understand as psychological disorders as purely physical problems (as indicated by the
names of “Railway Spine” and “Shellshock”). Adding “psychology” to the vocabulary and mental
categories of the public must have happened via numerous routes, but Wodehouse’s wildly popular
Jeeves cannon of 35 short stories and 11novels, must have contributed. Indeed, there are other parts of
Wodehouse’s oeuvre that deal with relevant themes, such as eugenics.
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Ultimately, this presentation will explore themes that are larger than Wodehouse’s “psychology of
the individual.” This presentation will attempt to make the case for taking seriously “literary psychology”
as a rich, underexplored archive of historic attitudes towards psychology. The piecemeal nature of literary
references to psychological concepts may have convinced historians that there is too little payoff for such
a project (how much does a stray description of Mr. Rochester’s physiognomy in Jane Eyre really tell
us?). However, I will argue that strategically choosing authors (such as Wodehouse) or genres (such as
detective novels) with sufficient psychological material allows us enough data to see important patterns in
the dissemination of psychology. Borrowing from other disciplines the scholarly tools for analyzing
literary sources, genres, etc. will likely be important for learning to adequately read such sources. I will
argue that the “literary psychology” doubtless present in thousands of books published in the early
decades of the 20th century is too valuable an archive to ignore, and invite others to join me in developing
a methodology for handling such works.
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